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The grotesQue is
vl~ion

and

Ima~ination,

en~1mportant·

element in

Dickens's

In creating the grotesque, Dickens

u~e~

~he

reciprocal metaphor, as well as the exaggeration of parts of

the

bod~

clothes,

mannerism~

and habits to penetrate our familiar

and habituated views of reality and to reveal imaginatively the
Soo~.

unfamilisr.
thlng~

our common notions of the reletionships of

break down, and we find ourselves in

and unreel world.

Thi~

8

distorted, unnatural,

unreality, though, symbolizes the color

and imagination which Dickens is adding to our dull and narrow
vlsions~

he enables us to see what Axton calls "the romantic

~lde

of familiar things" and the importance of humanity in a utilitarian

Dickens's use of the grotesque in his novels undergoes
8

variety of changes,

For convenience sake, and to better illu5

t-r2te the developments of the grotesque) I divide the novels into
three

~eparate

include~

groups,

The first group, the period of experimeut,

the novels from Pickwick Papers through Barnaby Rudge; the

second group, the period of trensltion, includes the novels from

Martlr Chuzzlew1t through David Copperfield; and the third, the
period of a new vision, includes the novels from
Edwin Drood.
involving

8

Ble~k

House through

Basically, I see the development of the grotesque
change in Dickeng's conceptions of society,

8S

well

8S

reRpondlng to complex changes 1n society itself: Dickens's Vision
IGses much of its humor in the end, yet it elso reflects a definite
m2tllrity,

An incisive literary approach to Dickens is all-im
portant for a rull understanding of his works.

In the past, the

critics of Dickens have employed everything from the linguistic
doctrine of Plata's cratylus1 to a stringent doctrine of "psy_
chological realism. 1I2
as 0

which

His early critics vle lled the Cratylean myth
i

proper outline for judging the genre of realistic fiction, in
II

the e orree t name indioa te,s the na ture of the thing. n3

Sket,ehes by 130z were, after all, l'Illustrat1ve ' of Every-DaY Life
and E.very-Day People,

II

and Dickens stated in the book's preface

of 1836 that "h1s object has been to present little pictures of
life and manners as they really are.

1I

The early critics judged the

worth of Dickens t s' vision mainly on the accuracy with which he

represented the external reallty--the reality one perceives through
the senses.

Later critics used

the~criterion

realism" in making their judgments.

of "psychoU.ogical

James 1s a good example:

.' •• we are convinced that it is one or
the chief conditons of his ,genius not
to see beneath the surface of things.
If we might hazard a der1nit~on on his
liter'ary oharacter~ we should acco~d1ngly.
call him the greatest of superficial
novelists. We are aware that this
definition confines him to an inferior
rank in the department of letters which
he adorns •••• For.• ~.he haa created
nothing but figUre. He has added noth
ing to ~ur understanding of human char
acter.

Here we

find

'

a shift from a concentration on DickenS's accuracy

(2)

in mirroring the external reality to a criticism of his inability
to explore under the surface of life: James 1s intepested in the
dissection of man's emotions, not an "Illustration" of his life
and manners.

Critics such as Cockshut,

James~

and Kingsmll1 look

for the depth of Dickens's perception in portraying the suffering,
alienated man 1n a cruel world.
Both the psychological realists and the adherents of
the Cratylean myth, though, limit the reader's view of Dickens
and do him an actual injustice.

steven Marcus begins to view

Dickens more correctly 1n the beginning of his discussion of Pick
wick Papers.
For the best of reasons--reasons which
have everything to do with the unique re
gard 1n which modern culture holds D06
toevsky--most of us now exrect that in
literature the' pO\'lers of mind, the powers
of truth, appear exclusively in company
with the powers of suffering, negation, and
outrage. In contrast, PtckWlck Papers is
an imagination of life in wEicn the powers
of affirmation co-operate with the power of
truth, 1n which the ideals of virtue and
regeneration, and the idyllic representations
of innocence, stability, and reconciliation '.
t~anscenp our most confidently prepared
denials. Dostoevsiky could ~ppreciate Dickens,
but our own appreciation of Dostoevsky tends
to cut us off from Dickens.S
Marcus's acute contrast of Dostoevsky and Dickens ironically also
points out a similarity between the

\~1ters

and touches upon an

important aspect o£ Dickens's artist1c vision.
see the world

h

Both writers

tho\1gh not exclusiv,ely, in terms of "powers It and

idea11zat1onsj their visions are extremely cosmic and often bor
der on the allegorical: their representation,s tttranscend our most
confidently prepared denials."

The Dickensian worlds, especiallYJ

(3)

appear

ve~

mucn like the worlds of· the early morality plays,.

Behind· the supeI'ficial,chaos. of"everyd.a.y· life Dickens finds an
erdered and recogni2a~Ie conflict· between goodand eVil. 6

He

o

otten sees the world in simple terms of black and white: many
characters are explicitly angellc or totally satanic.
ample, 1n Oliver

~~ist

For ex

one recognizes the common theme of the

mo~

rality plays in which a natural and uncorrupted "Good is confronted
by Vice, e.g., Oliver meets Fagin.

Dickens's vision thus lies on

a plane similar to and different from Dostoevsky's: where Dos
toevsky's cosmic vision 1s very complex and disordered, Dickens's
allegorical vision is ordered and, at times,

rigld~

Yet we must further point out that the interaction of
Dickens's characters is much more complex than the action in the
morality plays.
also

se~the

Congruent With his allegorical vision, Dickens

necessity of stressing what William Axton calls

tithe romantic side of familiar things" in a utilitarian age. 7 He
wishes to reVivify the Itcolorless, eye" of the common man who iEs'
gradually losing his identity and

lo~e

of life, and who needS.

a rejuvenated vision of life in order to survive in a world in
which "soulless institutions and theories, the workhouses, the
law J the factory, the commercialism, Benthamlsm, and so on,

11

aim'.

at "reducing human beings to ciphers and crushing individuality.1I8
Dickens

fee~the

central importance of humanity in the world and

the need to express it.
We begin to see a central tension arising in Dickens.
In h!S efforts to reveal the unfamiliar through the familiar, to
heighten the color of the common man's eye, Dickens has to find a

balance between his allegorical and externally oriented vision and
the need t,o express the importance of humanity in society.

The

two basic strands in his art are not necessarily opposi.tes, but
rather they coexist to form a sort of extern21-internal tension
which finds its only compromise in the use of the grotesque.

For

Dickens, the grotesque introduces a very effective paradox: it
represents internal realities with the use of external particulars.

As we shall see, the technique of creating the grotesque and its
concentrated 'concern for reality often produce broad distortions
of our habituated visions: in a _very important sense the grotesque
results in a feeling of unreality.

An 1n depth stUdy of the gro

tesque 1s necessary for a full understanding of Dickens's works.
Before discussing the functions of the grotesque we
must first examine Dickenslg literary techniques in creating the
grotesque.

In other words, how does one recognize the grotesque,

what literary devices compose it, and· what finally are the various
types of the grotesque?

Dickens bases much of the concentration of

detail on the metonymical process.
Dickens uses

cer~aln

As J. Hillis Miller explains,

attributes as touchstones, or signs to de

c1pher, in order to understand the life which lies behind and the
nature of a thing. 9

He takes a single aspect of a character and

w1th 1t.determ1nes the nature or the whole.

For example, we first

observe the essentlal metonymical element of the grotesque in
Sketches by Boz '.
Street,

II

In the sketch entitled "Medi tations in Monmouth

Boz, the detached, "speculative pedestrian,

II

relates the

nature of his metonymical vision while viewing a row of clothes
shops:

We love to walk among the extensive
groves of ~he illustrious dead, 3nd to
indulge 1n the speculations to which
they give rise; now fitting a deceased
ooat, then s dead pair of trousers and
aflon· the mortal remaln~ ~f a gaudy
waistcoat, upon some being-of our own
conJup1Rg up, and endeavoring, !-rom the
shape and fashion of the garment itself,
to bring its former owner before our
mind's eye. We have gone on speculating
in this way, until whole rows Q,f coats
have started from their pegs, and but
toned up, of their own accord, round the
waists of imaginary wearers; lines of
trousers have jumped down to meet them;
waistcoats have almost burst with anxiety
to put themselves on; 8nd half an acre of
shoes have suddenly found feet to fit them,
and gone stumplng down the street with a
noise which has fairly awakened Us from
our pleasant reverie, and driven us slowly
away, with a bewildered stare, an object
of astonishment to the good people of M
mouth street, and of no slight suspicion
to the policeman at the opposite ~orne~.

The

meton~rmy

to t e whole

in the passage, moving from the Gttribute of clothE:'E
~er:cr,

obv1ousl~

prOVides

2

means of creating met

phor; the personification of the inanimate provides a basis for
the metaphor:J.O "waistcoats have almost burst with anxiety to
put themselves on. II

The important point is that the metonymical

process is t·he IIfoundat1on and supoort"

o~

the grotesque in

Dickens's works: the manner in which his imagination grasps some
external particular and proceeds to relate the l1£e which lies
behind lays the foundation for his formulation of the grotesque;
we always observe the movement from an attribute to the whole:
There was the man's whole life written
as legibly on those clothes~ as 1£ we
had his autobiography engrossed on
parchment before us.

(6)

The metonymic orocess becomes much more important in
our discussion of the grotesque when Dickens narrows his focus
from broad street scenes to individuals.

Dickens determdnes the

personality ana nature of an individual by viewing the external
aopearance.

Again, Sketches

b~

Bo2 provides many examples; Boz

tells the reader quite explicitly:
We needn't tell you all this, however, for
if you have an atom of observation, one
glance at h1s aleek, knowlng-loo" .. n.... re?d
and face--his prim white hBndkerch~er,' w~th
the wooden tie into which it has been
regularly folded for twenty years past,
merging by imperceptible degrees1nt,o a
small-plaited shirt-frill--and his com
rortable-looking torm encased in a well
brushed suit of blsOk--would give you a
better idea of his real character than
a column of our poor description could
convey.
( "Scenes', chap .XVllr)
One discerns from Boz's description a man very conservative-minded
with a concern for neatness to a high degree, and a man whose
rock-like adherence to habit gives him a dUll, mechanical air;
end it is interesting how Dickens leads us to accept unconsciously
the

outrageous

fact of the man wearing the same handkerchief

ror twenty years.
dressed.

We get the feeling that the man has never un

As we shall see, Dickens's technique of making the

impossible seem possible represents an important element in his
method.
Perhaps one of the more famous and comic references to
the metonymical

determ~nat~on

the seventh sketch.

of the inner personality appears in

Here we feel strongly the outrageous and

almost impossible manner of judging the inside by the outside:

(7)
The qarious expressions of the human
counte'nance afford a be2utiful and in
teresting study; but there 1s someth~ng
in the physiognomy of street-door
knockers, almost as characteristic and
nearly as infallible. Whenever we visit
&. man for the first time. we contemplate
the features of h1s knocker with the
greatest curiosity, fo,r we well Ikhow,
that between the man and his knocker,
there will inevitably be a greater or less
degree of resemblance and sYmpathy.
('!lOur .parisH', chap. VI I)
Boz's view of the street-door knockers exemplifies the nature of
Dickens's grotesque vision.

With the devout attention given to

minute, particular details, Dickens's descriptions often lead to
distortions of the standard proportions of things; the reader al
WGiYs observes the exaggeration of the familiar and begins to per
celve many abnormalities in the objects of Dickens's vision.
This sense of abnormality, or deviation from the norm, is an im
portant effect of the grotesque.

In a way, Dickens's grotesque

vision ,creates an unreal1 ty much like what Slilift r S GUlliver ex
perienced in the land of the Brobdingnagians, the land of the
giants.

We feel strongly, for inst nee, the sense of exagger

ation in Gulliver's hilarious dalliance with the enormous Maid,s
of Hon.our:
The Maids Of Honour often invited Glum
d&lclitch fGulliver's ~urseJ to their
apartments, and desired she would bring
me along with her, en purpose to have the
pleasure of seeing and touching IDr. They
",-auld often strip me naked from top to toe,
and lay me full length in their bosomsj
wherewl th I \'18 smuch disgu8 ted j because,
to say the truth, &. very offens,iva' smell
came from. their skins
That which

(8)
gave me the-Rlost uneasiness among these.
Malds of Honour ... was to see ·them-use
me without any manner of ceremony, lIke
a creatupe who had no sort of consequence.
For the~ would strip-themselves to the
skin, and put an their smocks in my pre
sence while I was placed on their toilet ~
directlv before their naked bodies, which,
I am sure, to me was very far from being
a tempting sight, or from giving me any ,
other emotions than thase of horror and
disgust. Their skins appeared so coarse
abd uneven, so variously coloured~ when
I saw them near, with a mole here &nd there
as broad as a trencher, and hairs hanging
from it thicker tha.n pack threads, to say
no,thing further concerning the rest of the
persons, Neither did th~y at all scruple,
while I \>las by, to discharge \>:hat the~' had
drunk, to the quality of at least two hogs
heads, in a vessel that held above three
tuns . . . . . 1 was so displeased, that I en
treated Glumdalgl1tch to c90trive some excuse
for not seeing ... any more.

... i.

Like Swift's distortions of reality, the visdons of Dickens also
evoke varying responses of ludicrousness and repulsion.

More

importantly, though, we should note the differences between the
tWD

-riters.

With SWift, we are always conscious of the dif

ference in size, and our horror is based not so much on the
volume but in the facts themselves.

In Dickens the deViation is

quite d1fferent; there is no quantitative variance, in size but
rather an_ emphasis on
door knockers.
~et

commonplace'~bservations,

such as street-

Dickens's grotesque figures are based on reality,

it is the exaggeration of the

unfam~liar

which creates much

distortion.. '.
Throughout Dickens's works we discover many specific
types of grotesque figures.

Dickens finds various ways in which

to further the device of exaggeration and create a feeling of

(9)

abnormality.

For instance, he very often dwells on a certain

part of the body and repeats it over and over until it assumes
gargantuan proportions.

Or to put it another way, he narrows the

focus of a particular object until it becomes the only thing the
reader sees: the reader begins to identify the person with the
particular detail.

For example, when we think of the sinister

Mr. Carker in Dombey and Son, we picture only
teeth.

h~s

feline row of

Or when Mrs. Gamp io Martin Chuzzlewit refers to her dead

huSband, she equates him with hi,s wooden leg--they become one and
the same thing:
,

I

"Mine, said Mrs. Gamp, "mine 1s all gone"
my dear young chick. And as to husbands,
there's a wooden leg gone likew2Ys home to
its account, \'1hich in its contancy or walkin,t
into wine vaUlts, and never comin' out again
'till fetched by forced, was quite C!:S"weak
as flesh, if not weaker. 1I
II

r

( ch~p~ ~XL)

Or still again, everytime Uriah Heep appears 1n David Copperfield
we notice mainly his

fa~ming,

transparent hands.

These inter

esting twists of vision only become grotesque when they distort
OUi!'

ccmml:m vieN of reality: they make us feel, in a sense, the

presence of an unreality, clthough what 1s simply happening 1s
a change

or

focus.
We also experience the sensation of a certain bal

arlee between the real and un ~eal when D:!.cke'ns concentrates on
part1cular articles of clothing.

For example, early in Dombey

and Son the only impression Florence Dombey has of her father 1s
that of creaking boots and a loud ticking watch; 1n a.Bort_of,
unreal manner, the boots and the watch become the only things the

reader sees also.

Similarly, 1n Bleak House we first meet Young

Smallweed as he supports his extra large hat like a hat stand.
And 1n Dombey and 3_on Captain Guttle ac,tually seems to turn into
his ever-present hat: ",some five minutes elapsed before Captain
Cuttle could summon courage to attempt his escape; for Walter
waited so long at the 'street corner, looking back at the

hou~e,

before there \iere any symptoms of the hard glazed hat."(Ghap.lZ).
Again, Dickens redirects our commonplace notions and exaggerates
the unfamiliar 1n order to create the grotesque.
Perhaps the most common type of the
appears 1n

D~ckens's

g~otesque

which

works entails the exaggeration of some man

nerism, hab1 t, or idlosyncra'sy.

Dickens often ,c,onc,en-trates on the

mannerism of a character's speech.

Of course, not all exaggeration

1s grotesque, such as Barkus's famous line,

"Bankus is wl1.1in I ,

II

or Mr. Toot's invariable injunction, !lOh, it's of no consequence,
thank 1 ee.

1I

These lines are merely comic and in no way give a sen

sation of unreality.

We find -. the g:rotesque, r.ather, in the

ternal dialogues of Mrs. Gamp, the mock-heroic speeches of

In~

..

~

"Richard 3\\'i veller in ['he Old Curios! ty 'Sh_0Q., and the wanderings
of Mrs. Nickleby.

~w.

Jingle in

Plc~Jlck

Papers gives one of the

best examples of a grctesqueness of speech, not only because of
his horrid syntax but also On account of his wild visions.
J1~gle

Mr.

has just saved Mr. Pickwick from the blows of an irate

cabman and jOl'ned him (along with Tupman, Snodgrass, and Winkle)
atop the coach to Rochester, when he starts up a conversation:
"Heads, heads--ta..ke care of your heads I~ II
cried· the-loquacious stranger, as they
came out under the low archway, which in

those da~s formed the ent ance to the
coach-yard. "Terrible place--danget"ous
work~-other day-~five children--mother-
tall ady, eating s~r.dKiches--forgot the
erc --cr8Gh--knock~-childrenlook around-
mother's head off--sand~-]ich in her hand-
no mouth to put it In--head of 5 family'
off--shocking" shocking ... eh sir, eh! II
I~I am ruminating, 11 said Mr. Pickliick,
!'
n the mut.3bili ty of human affairs. 11
II • • • English girls not so fine as Span
ish--noble creatures--h21r--black eyes-
lovely forms--st-eet creature --be"'utiful.. tI
"You have be n in Spain, sir?" inquir
ed Mr. T'U~man.
"Llved there--ages. 1I
"Many conquests, s,ir? II said Tracy Tupman.
flconquests! Thousands. Don Bolaro Ftzz
gig--Grandee--only daughter--Donna Christina-
splendid crea,ture--loved me to dls-tNct1on-
jealous father--high-souled daughter--hand
,some EngllshIDan--Donna Christina in despalr-
prussic acid--stomach pump in m¥ portmanteau-
operation performed--old Bolaro 1n ecstacies-
consent to our union--join hands and flo~d
of tears--romantic story--very."
"Is the lady in England now, sir?fI inquired
Mr. Tupman on whom the description of her .
charms had produced a powerful impression.
"Dead" sir--dead," said the stranger" ap
plying to his right eye the brief remnant
of a very old cambric handkerchief. "Never
recovered the stomach pump--underm1ned c n
stitution- ...fell a victim. 1I
(chap.-II) _
Like many characters, Mr. Jingle's identifying trait is the manner
of his epeech; in this case the character speaks in a succession
of abrupt phrases, and he omits most articles and conjunctions.
His manner is

grotesqu~

because it produces in the reader a strong

sensation of something out of the ordinary; it jolts the readers
vision into seeing the uncommon.

And since the uncommon 1s so

predominant) it also produces a feeling of unreality" as when
we stand too close to a painting and distort our normal view of
the whole.
sandwich

1~

Besides syntax, Mr. Jingle's details" such as the
the hand With no mouth to put it in, also produce

the interesting tension. betiween the real and seemingly
which

const1tut~s

the grotesque.

~he·manner

u~ea-l

in whIch Mr.

Jln~le

so casually dr-ops his unusual faets 1n his ,11ght.,..hearted conver
sation gives a grotesque twist to the whole scene.
Another method of creating the grotesque occurs in
\\'hat Dorothy Van Ghent terms the "reciprocal metaphor. ,,11

Dickens

frequently lnv,erts the qualities of the inanimate and the ani
mate: we find "continual broadsides 11 of pathetic fallacy as well

as humans treated as if they were things. The result is an almost
surrealistic atmosphere.

Van Ghent states: liThe course of things

demonically possessed 1s to imitate the human, while the course
of human possession is to imitate the inhuman.

This transposition

of attributes, producing a world like that of ballet, is the prln

c1ple of relationshlp between things and people in th6 novels of
Dickens." 12

"Jhen Dickens reduces people to things it usually

s1gnifies a deterioration or loss of humanity, and it produces
horrifying ef..fects.

-In .Ble.ak House, Grandfather Smallweed has to

be puffed up repeatedly lik,e a cushion 1n order to be restored to

the shape of a man.

Magwitch, the convict in Great Expectations,

has a clockwork mechanism in his throat that clicks as if it were
~oing

to strike.

We have already observed Mrs. Gamp confusing

her husband with his wooden leg.

And when Dickens combines these

distortions of normal vision with the animation of the inanimate,
his worlds become halluclnatory.13

In Martin Chuzzlewlt, for

instance, we find life in the prospect from Todgers's boarding
house.
The revolving chimney pots on one great
stack of buildings ~eemed to be turning

(13)

gravely to each other every now and then,
and whispering the result of their ee~2rate
observations of what was going on below.
Others, of a crooked-becked shape, appeared
to be maliciously holding themselves askew,
that they might shut the prospect out and
b2ffle Todger~ls. The men who was menuing
a pen ~~ cn upp2r ~indow over the way, be
came of paramount importcn~e in the scene~
~nd mode a blank in it, ridiculously dis
proportionate in its extent, ~hen he rp.tlred.
The gambols f a ~iecc sf cloth upa~ ~he
dyer's pole had far more interest for the
moment than 811 the 0h~ngir.g motion of the
crowd. Yet even whi12 the looker-on felt
angry with himself for this, and wondered
hm'! 1 t was, the turr.ul t ::;\\'e:;"led 1ntc E roar j
the ~osts-of ob"ects feEffied to thicken and
eXI~::..nd a hundre fold j and after gazing
round him, quite scared, he turned into
Tcdgersts again, much more rap~dly .~han he
came out -" ...

(chap.Lx)
Toe grotesque atmosphere surrounding Todgers's represents very
muc

Iy'orld _ike th t

f

ballet I'; it

En

1m?ginBt:~n

ality, full of an inexhaustible vivacity and vitality.
the grotesque, Dickens usep

t~2

In creating

reciproc£l metaphor, as well

the exaggeration of parts of the body, clothes,
b~bits

f re

manneri~m3,

~s

2nd

to penetrate our familiar and habituated views of reality

and to reveal

~aginatively

the unfamiliar.

Soon, our common

notions of the relationships of things break down,
ourselves in a distorted" unnatu:rsl, 'and unreal·

and we.£1nd

\-:orla~

This unre

ality, though, symbolizes the color and 1magination which Dickens
1s adding to 'our dull and narrow visions; he enables us to see what
Axton calls "the roman.tic side of familiar things II and the im
portance of humanity 1n a utl11tarlan age.

The grotesque is ob

vlously one ot the most important elements in Dickens's literary
vision, and we must, therefore, take a close look at its role
in the novels.

(14 )

Throughout the novels, the grotesque undergoes a va
riety of changes.

For convenience sake, and to better illustrate

the developments of the grotesque, I am dividing the Qovels into
three separate groups.

The first group, the period of experiment,

includes the novels from

Plc~~ick

P8pers through Barnaby Rudge;

the second group, the period of transition, includes the novels
~om

Martin Chuzzlewit through ,DaVid Copperfield; arid the third, the

period or a new vision, includes the novels from Bleak House
through
~esque

~dwin

Drood.

Basically, I see the development of the gro

inVOlving a change in Dickens's conceptions of society,

as well as responding to complex changes in society itself.
Dickens, of' course', is writing at a time of intense
industrial growth.

The technology of the period rests mainly on

coal, iron, and steam, which means, consequently, a surge of mas
sive factories and industries,e.g., the metallurgical lndustrles of
Birmingham and the coal factories of the North.

By 1850, England

is producing five times as much ceal as it was in 1815 and half
the world's supply of pig-iron.

The growth of the railway is also

most hectic, especially in the l840's(first appears in Dombey and
3_011, 18,48); a

time.

It

ra l1w,ay mania II possesses the lndU'Stl"lallsts of the

As the national weqlth increases,

ditions .are slow in improving.

thougb~

xbe working con

The New Poor Law of 1834 provides_

relief at home for "slck and disabled people,

yet the

able-b~died

poor have to live in wOrkhouses under conditions designed to be
"les,s

e11gi~le"

than any encountered in paid emploYJD,ent.

It ls,

not until 1848 that the Public Health Act is passed (Dickens can
vasse,s much for this measure), and only a year before does the

(15)
Faetory Act limit the,working hours of
for teacher training appear In 1846.

~hildren.

The first grants

The evolution of soclal

policies is made difficult by such problems- as entrenched vested
interests, a shortage of professional expertise, a rapidly rising
population, and orthodox economic views which stress
for private rather than public initiative.

the need

Accompanying the in

dustrial changes, of course, are shifts in social values

and

increasing threats to the institutions of the family.
All of these problems constitute many of the basic con
cerns 1n Dickens's novels.

We see the workhouses of the poor 1n

Oliver 'rwist, a destructive educational system in Nicholas Nickleby,
rioting

~rowds

of the poor 1n Barnaby Rudge, infectious industries

in Old Curiosity Shop,

~potent

justice in Bleak House, a suf

focating bureaucracy 1n Little Dorrit.
in which materialism,

bureauc~acy,

The novels present a vision

and industrial blight

~pris-

on men and women 1n worlds where there is no concern for qualita
tive ends, only a mechanized mode of eXistence. 14 Dickens does
not create this view, though, all at once, for there is a definite
change in his conception of soclal problems, and an obvious shift
in attitude.

In the follOWing discussion of the changes in the

grotesque, we shall find that Dickens moves from a period where
there 1s little attempt to excite real disapproval of soclal prob
lems, to a later period where the concern for social maladies
becomes: effectively emphasized: the grotesque in the earlier novels
stimulates streng feelings of fantasy

~ud

unreality and lessens

the impact of soclal criticism, whereas the grotesque in the later
novels becomes deeply embedded in a very real world, and itself

(16)
becomes increasingly mechanistic.
The world of

ricl~~1ck

Fapers is largely idyllic and un

real, and there seems to be a conscious effort on Dickens's part
to fend off the brute reality.

For example, D.1ckens isolates

most of the book's disturbing evil in the interpolated tales: the
implications of the psychological disturbances end fevered visions:
in lflThe Old Man's Tale about the Queer Client tf remain
from Mr.

Pie.~!ick's

separate

If anything, the 'tales
help to de
.
- ...

wo~ld.

~

fleet

L~tentlon

rative. 15
id~l

a ay from any suffering found In the main nar

We also observe a smoothing over of any fla,'s 1n the

ie \'ieic:r when.. rtIr. fick\'lick e ters the Fleet. He soon finds

himself uTl::.ole to endure the spectacle of Buffering and wretched
ne.Bs, J6 80 he decides to spend three months in his oy:n room:

head aches with these scenes, and my heart too.
be ;; prisoner in my
defe~ted

0\

n room

I;~

by the institution; he

hap.JCL ).' r

liMy

Henceforth I will

• PickWick

remains un

uffers no spiritual senescence

or agonizing feelings of gUilt.
The brlghtne s of l/ir. I-ic kwic k 1 S world, though, d
el

'ny uneasiness

darker world. 17

~h~ch

occassionally arises from hints of a

Besides the idyllic scenes at Dingley Dell, Mr.

Pickwick .im elf contributes greatly to, the book's brightness.
O.K Chesterton described his appeal: tlDickens went into the Pick
Wick Club to scoff, and Dickens remains, to pray.1I

Before his

experience in the Fleet and in the trial, Mr. Pickwick relates to
life through his note00ok, through theory, and through observation. 18
He delivers bombastic speeches, 1s an antiquarian who interposes
"too much "'learning t between himself and the object to be able to

(17)

decipher the engraving IBill Stumps his Mark,

and transfers into
his notebook the fictions of a coachman upon his horse. l9 Marcus
,II

recognizes the brightness which Mr. Pickwick generates 1n his
world and the manner 1n which it smooths over any disturbing evils.
Plck:wl,ck Papers is Dickens's one novel in

which wIckedness, though it exists, is not
a threa.t. The unforttmate and the deprived
who pass briefly, almost furtively, through
its pages have only to catch a g~~pse of
Pickw1c,k in order to be renewed.
Dic~ensl8

view of the world in Pickwick Papers 1s essentially

IIharmonious," whe're we may successfully combat adversities with
aimple good will and philanthropy and depend upon a character's
innate goodness.
The grotesque in Pickwick Papers adds demonstrably
to the sensation of brightness, and it also creates a fantastlcal
atmosQhere.

We sense the unreal In Dickens's

exaggeration of

unfamiliar notions, 1fIhich gives us an unnatural and distorted c,om
prehension of many characters.

For example J' we observe old Mrs.

Wardle's fantastic faCility in becoming deaf when she feels like
it, Job Trotter's amazing skills in producing tears, the Fat Boy's
lethargy, The Bagman t s one "very bright black

eye~1I

and the intem

perate Mr. St1ggins and his lncessant demonstrations for repentance.
Dickens di$torts these characters to an extent that they transcend
any harmfulness or threat in which they might be involved: their
unreality erases any demands which a tangential reality might make
upon them.

I'n a sense, they are t1meless.

One of the best examples of the grotesque occurs 1n the

( 18)
character of Tony Weller. Sam's father.

One recognizes Tony by

his oyster-like "power:.o J suction':'; he is a complement to the
benevolent Mr. Pickwick in his excess of receptivity, yet Dickens
describes him grotesquely.

He emphasizes Tony's receptivity to

such an extent that 1t becomes unreal. grotesquely unnatural.

Tony

J

actually begins to acquire the attributes of a storeroom or ware
house.

. •• Mr. Weller gave his body a sudden wrench
to one side. and. by a dexterous twist. con
trived to get his right hand into a most
capacious pocket. from whence. after a great
deal of panting and exertion. he extricated
a pocket-book of the large octavo size. fas
tened by a huge leathern strap. From this
ledger he drew forth a couple of whip lashes.
three or four buckles. a little sample-bag
of corn. and finally a small roll of very
dirty bank-notes: from which he selected the
required amount. which he handed over to Sam.
(ohil.P:XLIII)
In a way. Tony's grotesque unreality provides a point from which
the reader may view the world from the outside and laugh.

Tony

is at times pursued by women and the law, yet he always maintains
h.1s "bouyant and cor,kl1ke manner" and ltretreats always deeper into
his burrow of cOac,hman I s coats and into dissociation and absent
mindedness." 2l With Tony. as well as with his son, Sam. the
reader feels safe: their characters evoke purely comic reactions
and transcend any threats of, a darker world.

When Dickens des

cribes them with grotesque distortions. he makes them unreal and
removes them from the demands of the real world and demands of time.
This

a u

ess.~

and security in an unreality enables them

" ... vell. gov'ner, ve must all come to it,

';e8~11y

( 19)

one day or another.!1
I!SO we must, SamIi'.y,,'1 said Mr. Weller the
elder.
IIThereh a Providence in it all,,11 said Sam.
110' course there is, II replied his fa ther
"~lith 2, nod of g.rave approval.
lIWot 'ud be
come of the undertakers vithout it,~Sammy?"
(chap.LlI)
The world of Oliver Twist is a much darker world than
the world of Mr. Pickwick: we find Oliver 1n the \'lorkhouses and
in! the slums of London where thieves and pr,ostitutes thrive.

Crim

inals meet violent ends by the hangman, Sykes" and through trans
portation.

Yet Dickens concentrates the evil not so much 1n the

broad, social maladies as he does 1n the grotesque character of

Fag1n.

Fagin, much like Richard III, symbolizes an incorrigible

evil: lIH1.s lips are often discoloured and disfigured with marks
of teeth; .for he has desperate fit.s" and sometimes even bites his
hands and covers them with wounds •.•

~~;

" ••

~ev~~y e~11

thpught

and 'blackest purpos·e lay working at his heart "(pb g p.¥XVJ. Fagi

a Gothic devil figure

~:ith

is

rea hair and fangs, and Dickens often

assoc1ates him with snakes, vampir,es, and eaters of carrion.
It seemed just the night when it befitted
such a being as the Je~ to be abroad. As
he glided ~tealth12y along, creeping beneath
the shelter of the walls and doorways, the
hideous old man seemed like some loathsome
reptile, engendering 1n the slime .and dark
ness through which he moved; crawling forth,
by night, in search of some rich offal for
a meal.

Fagin 1s a very real threat in Oliver'S world, but what about the

l/10rld or the reader?

"Ie observe horrible povert'y, robbery I and

murder throughout the book, yet Fagin I s myster'ious Goth10 grotesqueness

(20)

seems to encase everything in an
tesque

exaggera~lon· of-pagin's

h1m~with

~tmosphere

)f fantasy.; the

ro

evil beyond·natural limlts--equating

snakes, vampires, and eaters of carrion-- engenders in the

novel an -'aura of unreal1 ty.
1i e watch1ng a

~clt

Reading about Fagin's world 1s much

Disney fantasy: there always is a conscious

s epara t ion betwe en the unreal'

~lc:r Ids

.of Di,s ney and. Fagln and.. the

real world of the spectator.

The element of distance betwee

the

r tesque produces 1n Oliver 'I'l'1ist,

real and the unreal.... ch "he

provides the reader, as well as Dickens, a protection agaihst the
lingering threats of a dark
We find

othe~

~orld.

grotesque figures 1nOliver Twist which,

unlike Fagin, are very comic.

Characters such as the Artrul Dodger,

Mr. Eumble, and Charley Bates(sometimes

re~erred

to as Master Bates)

are full of peculiarities and foibles \"lh1ch give them a warmth and
coloX'.

Like Tony Weller, the characters, l'n a sense,,' transcend..

the moral rigors of the book, and they prov1de a point from.which
the reader can view the world
grotesq~e
bet~~en

or

the novel and laugh:

aga1n~·the

exaggeration of their peculiarities creates a separation

real and unreal worlds.
Perhaps the best example of the comic grotesque 1s the

Artful Dodger.

I quote at length in order to emphasize the ab

surdities of his dress, manner, and speech.
The boy ••• waa •• _one of the queerest looking
boys that Oliver had ever seen. He was a
snub-hosed, flat-browed, common-faced boy
enough; and as dirty a juvenile as one would
w1sh to seej but he had about him all the
air.s and manners of a. man. He was sho·rt of
his age: with rather bOW-legs, and little,
sharp ugly eyes. His hat was stuck on the

top of his head so lightly, tbat it
threatened to fall o~f every moment-
and would have done so very orten, 1f
the \-iearer had no.t had a knack of every
now and then giving his head a sudden
twitch, which brQught it back to its
old place again. He wore a man's coat,
which reached nearly to his heels. He
had turned the cuffs back, half-way up
his arm, to get his hands out of the
sleeves: apparently With the ultimate
view of thrusting them into the pockets
of his corduroy trousers; for there he
kept them. He was, altogether .. as roys,t
ering and swaggering a young gentleman as
ever stood four feet-six, or something
less, in his bluchers ••..
"TITe.s you never on the mill? tl
"What mill?" inquired Oliver.
"1-1hat mill! Why the mill--the mill as
takes up so I1ttle-rQom that it'll work
inside a stone Jug; and always goes better
",hen the winds 10\'1' Hi th people, than when
it's h1gh; aeos then they can't get work
men. But come, II said the young gentleman;
"you \'/ant grub, and you shall have it. I~m
at low-weter mark :r~self--only one bob and
a magpie; but, as far as it goes, IIIl
fork out and stump. Up \qith you on your
pins. There! Now then! Morrice!
(cb ~ ·.VIiI)
Though the Artful Dcdger lives in Fagin'S den, profits from the
pickpocketing business, and even lures Oliver into Fagin's grasp,
his grotesque incongruities give' him an appeal: he 1s so old yet
so young, so tall yet so short, such a gentleman yet such a boy.
His appeal has noth1ng to do with his being "good" or "bad,ll for
like Tony Weller he seems to exist more in a fictive world than in
a real world
mands.

and is, therefore, not subject to rigorous moral de

In a sense, the Dodger gives Dickens an opportunity to lessen

the threat and horror of the slums of London. Dickens can create a
sort of cushion between himself and the real world, and thus he
never fully faces all of its horrible social implications.

The

(22)

Dodger acts as a qualifier and softener of grim reality.
dark, threatening

wo~ld

of Oliver

~;lst

The

1s undoubtedly tangible

and real,e.g., Sykes and Monks; yet the comic grotesque, as well
as the Gothic and demonic grotesque

of

Fagin, provides an unreal

atmosphere in which the reader can find a manner of distancing

himself.
In Nicholas Nickleby the comic and demonic grotesque
also provldesthe means of' distancing the :reader from the threats
of the real world.

As in Oliver

~11st,

the evil remains concen

trated in certain characters--Ralph Nickleby and Mr. Squeersj and
in ·Squeers "8 cas·e the evil remains primarily motiveless.

Squeers

is alsO the demonic grotesque character, in many ways similar to
Fagin, while Mr. Nickleby 1s a very selfish, amoral businessman.
The main representlves of the comic grotesque appear in the Crum
mles

r

acting troupe.

Besides the d,emon1c and cornie grotesque,

_though, Dickens also p:resents certain grotesque charactrers who
suggest a grO\"ling sens'e of rigidity in life, and others who rep
resent the victims of ev1l.

Mrs Nickleby and Tim Llnkwater, for

example, suggest a

in their worlds,;and Smike, as well as

para~YB1s

the other members of Dotheboy'.s Hall, reflect
fects of horrible

soc1al~aladles.

grot~quely

the ef

As we shall see, the various

functions of the grotesque demonstrate Dickens's changing interests
and the sense of experimentation

~':h:tch

permeat·es - the first group

of novels.
The demonic grotesqueness of Mr. Squeers is not quite
as fantastical as Fagin I s grote-aqueness: Dicll'ens never equates h:tm

with -snakes or vampires but rather stresses his repulsive. ugliness

(23)

and ruthless

tyr~nny.

Sq'eers's character exudes disorder.

He

is overly violent in his application of the rod and takes a sin
ister delight in seeing his

P~11s

sutfer: one of -bis main oc

cupations is to contrive reasons for punishment.

At other times,

he 11terally breeds sickness among his pupils and then overcharges
the parents for doctors'. bills.

He states with much pride in his

cunning mind,
.•. Why, when Mrs. Squeers was brought to
bed with 11tt~e Wackford here, we ran the
whooping-coUgh through half-a-dozen boys,
and charged her expenses among 'em, monthly
nurse included.

We also get a sense of Squeers's ugliness in Dickens's descrip
tion of his malicious eye.

Mr. Squeers's appear-ance was not p~epos~
sessing. He had but one eye, and the
popUlar prejudice runs· 1n favor of two.
The eye he had was unquest~~naoly useful,
but decidedly not ornamental: being of a
greenish grey, and in shape resembling the
fan-light of a street door. The blank side
of his hace w~s much wrinkled and puckered
up. which gave him a sinister appearance,
especially when he smiled, at which times
his expression bordered closely ort the
villanous.

Squeers is undOUbtedly physically repulsive, yet the facetlous
ness of the passage adds a comic element to his grotesqueness
which was absent in the Gothic grotesqueness of Fagin.

The reader

cannot help but be amused when Dickens refers to the correct
number of eyes in terms of a "popular prejudice," or when he com
pares Squeers I s eye to the

lfran~11ght

of a street--·door."

Instea~

(24)

then, of cr,eat1ng a-- sense of unreality in the demonic grote,aque:
w1th Gothic and fantastical d-escrip't"lon, as he does w1th FQg1p,

Dickens, in the case of Squeel's, is producing an unreal and
absurd situation by fusing comic and demonic grotesque charac
teristics,

He extends Squeers's repulsiveness and moral de

crepitude to absurd lengths':

running the "whooping-cough through

half-a-dozen boys" is, of course, horrible, yet in the absurd
context of Squeers'sworld it is also very funny.
Mrs. Squeers, a parallel to

~WS.

Mann though of ful

leI' characterization, also injects elements of absurdity into
Squeers's world which give

it a caml'cal tinge.

Phiz's illus

tration entitled liThe- Internal Economy of Dotheboy' s Hall" is
a good example.

Mrs. SqueeTs, dressed in a night jacket and

night cap with an antiquated beaver bonnet to top it, is ladling
the pupils "treacle, It a foul-tasting appetite depressant.
Mrs. Squeers stood at one of the desks,
r,res1d1ng over an innnense basin of brim
stone and treacle, of which delirious
compound she administered a large in
stalment to each boy in success·ion; using
for the purpose a common wooden spoon, .
\llhic'h might have been originally manu~
factured for some gigantic top, and
;·thlch w1dened every young gentleman' s
mouth considerably: they being all obliged,
unde.r heaVy cor'poral penalties., to take
in the whole bowl at a ga'sp.

'chap.VIII)
In Phiz's picture the boys' faces begin to look like a conglom
eration of gargoyles, not only expressing horror and fear at their
treatment, but also, inseparably, -a comical absurdity much like
the characters in Our Gang having to take castor oil.

Though

(25)
ev11- exists in Squeerg.'-s -world, ~ the grQtesque-·incongrult1es and

absurdit1es··create a humorous and unreal world at which we can
safely' laugh.
We also f1nd other functions and

,Of!

the' - _

throughout the novel •. The br1ght world in Nicholas

grotesqu~
Nickle~

affects

1s a little less absolute than the bright world in

011'leI" Twis t •

Nicho 1as, the Cheeryble broth€ f r.s,

Ka t e, Frank

Cheeryble, Madeline Bray, are all of a world of determined virtue
and unlimited charity.
of goodness trlhich

\-1e

They represent the same extremes and ideals

find in the Maylles and r.tr'. Bro\mlow.. In

the book's realm of goodness, though,. we also find Virtuous char
acters who are affected by a sort of grotesque paralysis.

These

characters are something new in Dickens's work and suggest per
haps a broadening perception of the effects of social evils; we
shall see this more demonstrably in the later novels.
example of a grotesque rigidity in life is Mrs.

The best

Ni~kleby.

One of

the most absurd and frustrating elements in Nicho'las N1ckleby
is Mrs. Nlckleby's manner of speaking.
fantastical utterances J

lI

In her disjointed and

s he has no sense of and no respect for

the world of fact and 1s utterly prodigal to it. 1I22

Her foolish

daydreams and ambitions generate an appeal much like Tony Wel
ler 1 s appeal, yet we do not laugh as heartily at Mrs. Nickleby
as we do at Tony J' for there s,eems to be something wrong in her
rigidity of discourse, almost as 1f a disease had affected her
facul ti'es.

When she speaks, her mind wanders at the slightest

thought which raises associations of the past, and she thus 1s
constant,ly go1ng in the aoppasite direction from which she intends.

ORe- example of many occurs \'!hen she is

comment~rl'S

on her daughter

Kate.
"She allO;Ys was clever," said poor Mrs.
Nickleby, brightening up, "always fro. a
baby. I recollect when she was only two
year~ and a half old, th' -c a gentleman
o used to visit very much at our home-
r·II'. ' tk1ns, yeu krJo", K,~teJ my cea.r, that
yo~ poor ~a~a
ent b il for, ~ho afterwards
ran away to the United States, and sent us
a pair of snow shoes, with such an affec
tionate letter that it made your poor p.ear
ather cr~l for a ~l,ee'k. You remE:rnber the let
ter? In which he said that he was very sor
ry he couldn't repay the fifty pounds just
then, because his capital was all out at in
terest, and he was very busy ma\cing hi for-
tun , b t t at e -idr,lt forget you w e his
god- aughter; and he should take it very un
kind if we didn't by you silver coral and:
put it down to hls old account? Dear me,
yes, my dear how stupid you are! and spoke
so affectionatel of the old port wine that
he
to drink a bottle nd a L'lf of every
time he came. You must remember, Kate?H
(cpap.XVIn) ~

Mrs. Nickleby starts with the subject of Kate's cleverness yet
yet e
tion of
gr~T:ts.

s by finding her "stupid, I •.•.j and she continueB the descr1p

r·1r.

\>:atlcins'

Her

!,'i

~.etter" by the way" for the nelct tl 0

aro.

fd ludicrousnetis doe., not offer the viewpoint

we had with Tony Weller, where we could stand back safely and
laugh at the t:orld; rill's. Nlcklcby seems rather to cut

O\l'rl

the

distance between the bright and dark worldu J not because she is
evil) but because her absurdity suggests a threat to an ordered
and sane world.
We also observe a grmiing 'er;se of rl
in the comic grotesqueness of the Crummles.

~i<i

v_

in 1 _e

The members of the

CrummIest acting troupe function in the same manner as the ArtfUl

(27)

Dodge~ a~d·Charley

Bates in Oliver TWist: they provide a dis

tanc'1ng -dev1e'e- and s-epara'tion between real and, unreal- worlds.
Like. the Dodgery,their grotesque,peculiarities

an~,incongru1ties

establish anc appeal which transcends any moral judgments.
also serve as a literal

dlstanc~ng

They

deVice, for Nicholas and Smike

Join them in the, country to escape the problems of the city.

At: the same time, thougn, the Crurnmles increasingly confuse the
roles they play on the stage and the roles they fll1 in real life.
And 'their inability to distinguish between the different realities
of

~he

living.

two roles leads to a mechanized and dehumanized way of
For example, when Nicholas and Smlke take leave of the

acting company, Mr. Crummles exclaims, "Farewell, my noble, my
lionhearted boy; II and Dickens continues,

In fact, Mr. Crurnmles, who could never lose
any opportunity for proofes,slonal d.1splay,
had turned out for the express purpose of
taking a public farewell of NichOlas; and
to render it the more tmposing, he was now,
to that young gentleman's most profound an
noyance, inf11cting upon him a rapid .suc
cession of stage embraces, which, as eve
rybody knows, are performed by the embracer's
laying his or he~ chin on the shoulder of the
object of affection, and lOOking over 1t.
This Mr. Crummles did in the highest style
of melOdrama, pouring for~h at the same
time all the most dismal f,o~ms of farewell
he ~ould think of, out of the stock pieces.
Nor' was this all, for the elder Master
Crummles was going through a similar cere
mony with Smlke; while Master Percy Crummles,
with a very little second-hand combat cloak,
worn theatrically over his left shoulder,
stood by, in the attitude of ,an attendant
officer, waiting to convey the two victims to
the scaffold.
'chap.XXX)

The Crummles stock ceremony is undoubtedly comical, but not

(28-)

purely

SO'.

·For th!s mechanized adherence to thea~rical rQles

diminishes ,·any'· senae -of
for N1cho~as and Sm1ke.

for-Dlekens thef

since~lty

Thei~

rep~esent

and genuine loY.Je they- may feel

feelings remain empty and·dead, and

;he bare beg!nn1ng& of an

lmpo~tant

t-hreatenir:lg theme' in his later t'1orl<:s.l the theme of' death-in.-life.
The theme of

death-1n~life

also appears in Dickens's

crescript ion o,r the pupils in Do the boy I s Ha 11.

W:e have already

observed how Ph.iz· 8 illustration of Mrs. Squeers adminis.tering
treacle to the boys pointed

u~

the absurd and gargoyle-like,

atmosphere of the scene; the absurdity tended to dls'tance. thereader from the horror of the situatiQn.
grotesque descriptIon,

Dickens 18

~hough.l emph~8izes·the

boys I' condition rather than the absurdity,.

accompan~'ing

unnaturalness or the

And consequently

Dickens. creat'as a. tension between the d1stancd.ng effects of the
11lustrat1an f s comic absurdities and the threats of suffering and
disorder which the unnat,ural description raises in the reader's
eyes.

The reader begins to sense a narrowing of the gap between

the unreal and real worlds and a decrease in his feelings of
security.

Dickens describes the boys:
Pale and ~aggard faces, lank apd bony
figures, children with the eountenanc'es
of old men, deformities with irons upon
their limbs, boys of stunted growth, and
others whose long meagre legs would hard
ly bear their stooping bod1es~ all crowd
ed on the view togetherj there were the
bleared eye; the hare-11p~ the crooked
foot, and every ugliness or distort1on
that told of unnatural aversion conceived
by parents for their offspring, or at :
young lives which, from the earliest dawn
of infancy, had been one horrible endur
ance of cruelty and neglect.

(chap.
VIII)
. .
"

(29)

The

grotesq~e descrip~ion

emphasizes not only the corruption in

squeers's· world but also points to the social problem of the
d,1seased family.

At the bott-om of much 0'£ ·the suf'fering in--.the

bOOK are the problems of the abandoned child, the greedy
and the unwanted family.

paren~s,

The grotesque unnaturalness of the

pupils foreshadows the dominant theme:ln the later novels of the
corrupted family (we shall see th1,s theme especially in Bleak
House} , and it also reflects what Northrup Frye sees as Dickens's

main hope: the reconstitution of society on the basis of the
famlly.23
Nicholas Nlckleby 1s in many ways.an ·autonomous con
glomeration of' grotesque characters; t·he grotes.quae·c have not yet

jelled into a smooth system of relationships.

In Squeers we find

the demonic grotesque merging with the comic grotesque; in ·Mrs.
N.ickleby and Mr.. Crummles the comic transforms into a sense

of rlg1dit.y in lifej and in the pup1ls of Dotheboy'.s Hall the
grotesque works to create an
absurdi .... y and threa.t.

int~rest~ng

tension between' comic

These various- types

o~

grot,esques help

to demonstrate the experimental nature of the early novels; the
manner in which Dickens 1$ cttempting to evoke certain responses
in the reader and trying to express'

rtant themes, such as

rigidity and death-1n-life.
The grotesque in The Old curiosity Shop also reflects
the theme of
life.

death~ln-llfe

and a corruption of the forces of

Dickensrs description of Smikets approachihg death in

Nicholas Nickleby helps· to give a sense of what is happening
in The Old Curiosity Shop,:

(30)

There 1s a dread uiaease which so pre
pares its viotim,·as it we~e, for-death;
wh1eh 0 refuses it of its grosser'as~
peet,· and throws around familiar looks,
Ul"1ea hly indica tlotlf.i of the cOlllng-
ch&nge) a dread disease) in wh~ch ihe
solemn struggle between soul and bbdy
1s so gradual, qUiet, and solemn, and
the resul t so s.ure, tha t day by day,
and grain by grain, the mortal part
wastes and withers away, so that the
sp.irit grows light and sanguine with
its lightenitg load, and, feeling im
mortality at hand, deems it but a neH
t~rm of D:ortal life; a disea,se 1.0 \I,rhich
de th end lif are so strangely bIe,nded,
-that death ta'~s the glow and hue of life,
and life the gaunt and grisly form of
dea tho ..•
Cc.hap .XLIX)
The unnatural commingling of death and life in

S~_ike t

s -slcknecs

constitutes the nature of many of the grotesque characters in
The Old Curiosity Shop.
energy

or

Q.uilPJ for in,stance,

:1

personifies the

life conceived as a perverse and destructive element J ,,24

and Little Nell represento the strong desire tor inertia and
peace in death. 25 The relation of t.hese various forces does not
cleanly mesh and at times

lac~a

pure logicality.

Yet we must

explore the relation of Quilp and Nell J as well as other charac
ters, to better understand the function of the grotesque and
Dickens's major concerns in The Old

Cur~osity

Shop.

We immediately run into difficUlty when we refer to
Little Nell as grotesque.

Nell is the incarnation of Purity,

blessedness, devotion; Dickens refers to her often as angelic
and immaculate, and, of course, her famqus death scene emphasizes
sentimentally her incorruptible goodness.
s~de

There is a

g~oteBque

to Nell, though, which I think symbolizes a perverse longing

for inertia and-detachment

~orn

a vital life.

Unl~~~

Oliver Twist,

(31)
where the idyll celebrates "recaptured joy and companions·hip,"
Nell's existence in the latter parts of the book is charged with
a

"desir~

to disengage itself from energytl J she seeks solitude,

rest, and ultimately death. 26

For instance" her travels seem to

include Itevery churchyard in \'1hich some mute inglorious Milton
l1es buried, and

sne never fails to take her morning stroll within

the precincts of one of them. 1I27
She felt a curious kind of pleasure in
lingering among these houses of the deaQ,
and read the inscriptions on-the tombs
of the good people ... passing on from one
to the other with increasing lnt.p.rest •
. Cchap.XVII)
And she finally settles in a town where the chief occupation is
grave digging and where one of her main pleasures is visiting
the tombs in the church,
.•• here ere the rotten beam, the sinking
arch, the sapped and mouldering wall, the
lowly trench of earth, the stately tomb on
which no epitaph remained, --all" --marble ..
stone, iron, wood, and dust, one' common
monument or r~
-. ..,. The' child sat dOl'J.l1, 1n' this 91d J s1 ....
lent place, among the stark figures on the
tombs--they made it more quiet there, than
elsewhere, to her fancy--and gazing round
,,;ith a feelin of al..; e, tempered wlth a calm
delight J felt that now she was happy, and
at rest.

(PP.397-398)
In Little Nell we find the same strange commingling of death
and life which Dickens hints at in his description of Sm1ke's
disease.

The force is so strong throughout the book, though,

that we also begj.n to sense Dickens f 6 own preoccupation with
death and the macabre.

And this observation

iw~ediately

raises

(32)

the questlon of--whether Dickens deLi.berately.

cl:leat~s

a· grotesque

F1ess- in- Ne11,- Or' whether Nell 1s a reflection of DicKens's ovm
grotesqueness.

To the

present~day

reader Nell contains a "spir

itual nec;r'oPhelia ll28 which destroys the ideality of the idyllic
situation, and which, in a sense, makes the idyll an impossibi
lity: the sexton constantly insists on speaking of living things
and of forces which rejuvenate life, yet Nell still moves slowly
and undivertlngly toward the grave.

On the other hand, the il

lustration of Nell peacefully lying an her deathbed and the
very last illustration of a flight of angels carrying her upward
suggest that Dickens sees nothing unnatural or disturbing about
Nell's grotesque qualities: in the plates she remains the epitome
of' bl,ess,edness and incorruptibility.

We almost feel as if Nell's

preoccupation wi,th death aro.se from Dickens I s unconscious delight·
in the macabre.

>

In any cas'e, Nell 1s undoubtedly the representive

or a strong grot'esque force In the novel, i'lhloh, to our minds
at least, suggests a very unnatural commingling of life and death.
Nell is running from foroes which also contain a
e strange_mixture of death- and life.
soni~ies

The character of Quilp pe

and embodies the destructively energetic force in the

novel: he represents a Vitality in life which works toward the
destruction of life.

Like

Fag~n

his evil is motiveless and in

corrigible and at the same time 8uch more actively sadistic: he
takes a gr m

~leasure

in destroying society and moral order.

He hates Kit and his mother simply because they are virtuous, and4
he seeks to destroy Nell and her grandfather 1n a-Richard III manner.

(33)

As Kit and Tom Scott wrestle on the eround,

..• the dwarf fJourished his CUdgel, and
dancing round the' comba,tants and treading
upon them and skipping over them, in a
kind of frenzy, laid about him, now on
one and now on the other, in a most des
perate manner, always aiming et their
hea,as ••••

"I'll beat you to a pulp~ you dogs ..•.
1 1 11 bruise you t1.11 you're copper:::'col
oured, I'll break your faces t1ll you
haven f t a pJl:'ofile between you, I "'1111. II
(chap. v)'

Quilp

feeds himself on hard eggs, shell and all, 'ijevoured gigantic

pra\~s

with the heads and tails on, chewed tabacco and water

cresses at the same time and with extraordinary greediness, drank
boiling tea without Winking, bit his fork and spoon till they
bent again

~

If

(~bap~'Vi We

a Iso observe Quilp' s energy in another form

when Nell and her grandfather encounter the monstrous iron mill

on their journey.

The energy of the mill" like that of Qul1p,

seems to emanate from under the ground, as i f from Yell.

The two

tr velers are seeking shelter from the rain in a darkened doorway;-then

smoke,

II

lI

a black flgure, ... mlserably clad and begrimed with

er'1erges from a IIdark recess II and 1,eads tham toward a

/

"lurid glare hanging in the dark sky.1I
In a large and lofty

supported
black aper
tures in the ur~er walls, open to the ex
ternal air; echoing to the roof with the -.
beating of hammers and roar of rurnaces,
mingled with the hissing O'!' red-hot metal
plunged in \'1ater, and 2 hundred strange
unearthly noises nevc·r heard elsewhere;
in this gloomy place, moving like demons
among the flame and smoke, dimly and fit
ful y seen, flushe and tormented by the

. by pillars of iron,

build1ng~
1th~eat

burning fires, and.w1eld1ng gpeat weap- .
ons-,· a fauJ:.ty blow .from any one- of '-thieb- .
must have c.,rushed some\\'orkman t 8 skull,· a
number G~ en laboured like giants •. Others
reposing on Reaps or.-coals or "ashes, with
their faces turned to the black vault a

bove, slept or rested from their toil.
again, npening the white-hot furnace
doors, cast fuel on the flames, "Jhich came
rushing and roaring forth to meet it, and
licked it up like 011. Others drew rorth,
with clashing noise, upon the ground, great
sbeets of [lGtdng teel, emitting an in
supportable heat, and a dUll deep light
11~e that whlQh reddens in the eyes of sav
age beasts.
(chap.XL;r{ "
Other~

Here we find the energy of death and destruction, and yet it 1s
an energy which gives Quilp his vitality in life.

It is one of

the strongest forces in the book, and as Marcus states, " Nell's
utter alienation from it drains her of the power to survivej for
to allow Nell any-trace of that energy would for Dickens have
been tantamount to polluting her. 11 2 9 And yet, though Nell flees
from the predominant active energy of death, she also acquires con
sequently a passive acceptance of death.

It is the main paradox

of the book:
That part of the self which affirms 80
c~ety, or social ideals, 1s sacrificed
in order to preserve its sanct,tty from
that other part which comes into exis~
tence throug,h v101at1on--through dwarf
ishness and hatred in this38ase--and
wills violation in ret~n.
Although the mixtures of death and life occupy much of
The Old Curiosity Shop, they do not totally dominate.: it.
~ortant

One

subplot 1n the novel, the relationship of Dick Sw1veller

and the Marchioness,

represen~the

grotesque as a distancing

(35.2
device· which 'Ie f1.nd often 'in -the

earl~T

novels .. Dick is· a sort

of super mock-heroic figure who possesses both mythic and tran
scendent

qualities.

In the dungeon of Brass's establishment,

the dark region of death, lives the young orphan, the imprisoned
princess 1'1hom Dick rescues and redeems in life..

He views her

as truly enchanted:
t1 • • • surrounded by mysteries ..
ignorant of
the taste of beer, unacquainted with her
own name (which is less remarkable), and
taking a lim.1ted Viel'l of society through
ke~rholes of doo.rs --can these things be
her dest1ny, or has some un~own person
started an opposition to the decrees of
fate? It 1s a most inscrutable and un
mitigated staggerer. 1l
(chap.WIII)

And Dick

h1msel~while

imprisoned in the confines of

fice, shows a remarkable endurance and spirit.

~as818

of

For instance, he

makes a forceful impression on the sexle'ss Sally Brass:

It was on this lady ••. that ~~. Swiveller
burst in full freshness as something new
and hitherto undreamed of, lighting up
the office with scraps of song and merri~
ment, conjuring with inkstands and boxes
of 'wafers, catching three oranges in one
hand, balancing stock upon his chin and
penkn1ves on his nose, and con.stantly
performing a hundred other feats with
equal ingenuity ••..
: ;( cha p •,X-XXVI )

SWi~eller

demonstrate.s \'Je:ll. tbe:interest1ng :relaj:19n--:between: the

real and the unreai which constitutes the essence of the grotesque.
He is,-obviously, a mythic and heroic f1gure: he saves the myB
terious Marchioness from the confines of Brass's

dur~eon.

At the

same time, though, his comic, mocK-hero1c actions have a reliance

(36)

on reality: we observe swiveller "conjurlng with inkstands and
boxes of wafers;' items of everyday use.

Swiveller's presence in

both·. -the mythic and everyday worlds emphasizes the distortion and
disproportion of things which characterize the grotesque.
Sw1veller is also very comic
and Nell. a lii'e ...generat1ng foItce.

an~

in contrast to Quilp

He relieves the reader from

the' tedium of the book's dealings with death, and his' -unreality pro
vides an escape from the novel's horror: in the end he inherits
an annuity, weds the

Marchiones~ whom

he renames Sophronia Spnynx,

and moves to a little cottage in Hampshire, which has in its gar

den a smoking-box, lithe envy of the civilised wot'ld."· The comic
grotesqueness of Swiveller's world distinctly opposes the un
natural grotesqueness of Qul1p's and Nell's worlds, yet all of
the worlds establish an aura of unreality throughout the book.
The Old Curiosity Shop is, in a sense, a highly fictive world
full of ogres, angels, and

m~~thic

heroes and quite, di,stant from

the real world of the reader ..
The main action of The Old Curiosity Shop remains
largely on the level of characters.

Because of the book's al

legorical nature, the characters tend to embody the evil o.r good
forces in the work: Qu1lp ' s actively destructive evil reflects
the horrors of the iron mill and the maladies of industrialism.
In Barnaby

Rudg~,

on the other hand,

D1cken~

attempts very aWk

wardly to lessen the al"lego:r1cal dominance of The Old Cup1os1ty
Shop and Ollv'er Twist and to consider the t>ihole experience of
actlo~

cbaracters as well as certain important social forcea.

To achieve this change Dickens bases Barnaby Rudge on the Gordon

(37)
Riots of 1780: the main theme of the 'book is

th~

irrational surge

of the London mobS; which were theoJ:>etically an,tl-Catho11c, yet:

actually in protest against horrid

soc~al

conditions.

Dickens, of course, has been gradually working toward
this change of concern and te.chnique, throughout the early novels.
Pickwick Papers had its mobs in the Eatonswill election scenes,
and in Q11ver Twist Dickens reveals his obsession with the pounding
fury of the violent mob which hunts Sykes, the murderer of Nancy:

On pressed the people from the front-
on, pn, on, in a struggling current of
angry races .•••
••• The'Stream abruptly turned, •.• each
man crush1ng and striving with his neigh
bor ..•• The cries and shrieks of those
who were p~essed a"lmost to sUffocationj
or trampled down and trodden under foo~ in
the conrus,ion" were dread.ful .•.•
(chap. L)

Even the good gentleman on horseback is swept up by the crowd
and made a part of its relentless and irrational movements.
These moments of mob violence represent moments when Dickens has
retreated from the fictive worlds of Mr.Pickwick and Fagin and
indulged in the reality of a

~reat

social threat.

Yet these

moments are short-lived, aLmost as if Dickens feared in Some
way the true horrors of a bare reality: from the fury of C'hapter
L Dickens 1J!lrnediately moves into the idyllic peacefulness of the
Maylie family.

Only in Barnaby RUdge does Diokens maintain the

rorce of the mob throughout the entire book. and, consequentl.y,
-

~

demonstrate

J

-

hisi~portant .changing

concerns.

The only problem with the book 1s that it is disjointed.

Not only do we find the main plot of Lord George Gordon and his
:rioters" but we also find nUlrJ.erous subplots which Dic,kens fails
to mesh smoothly into a well unified ,'/hole: Joe Willet, John Willet,
and Solomon Daisy; Barnaby

Rudge~ f~'s.Rudge.and

Hr. Rudge; Simon

Tappertit and the lIPrent1ce Knights"; the Vardens and the Haredales;
Hugh.

The grotesque characters in Barnaby Rudge remain J in a

sense, scattered, and only tentatively are they connected with the
book's main themes.
characters a

We must" thenfore J explore the grotesque

they exist in and of themselves J separate from any

major thematic concerns which sometimes- blind us when we consider
the essential qualities of

~he

grotesque.

And we will find, I

think J that the grotesque is undergoing a few major developments
which reflect Dickens's· changing concerns and his

changi~g

mode of

writing.
First of all, one major change in the grotesque is the
absence of a purely evil grote'sque figure.

beast such as Fagin or Qu.il);:·;

We find no fantastical

no one character ellloodies the ir

rational f'orce of ·evil which eXisted earlier.

For example, Dennis

the hangman's vi lence is rull of malignity, yet he is caught up
in a form of pun1shment and retribution which society sanctions;

and Hugh, though fierce and ruthless, is more exhilarating than
rerulsive as he charges
h,,:jjra.-e ':,'

tr~ough

1 e their set f1re to

Ne~

the rioting crowds on his enormous
gate prison.

At other times in

the book, Barnaby's pet raven, Grip, seems to possess a Poe-like
threat of lurking eVil, ye.t its absurdi:ty soon carries it un
deniably into the realm of the comic.

The bird declares:

"Halloa, halloa, halloa! t'lhat I s the

(39)
matter' here! Keep p your spirits.
Never say die. Bow wow wow. I'm a
devil, I'm a devil, lIm c devil. Hur~
rah!1! And then, as if exulting in· his
infernal character, he began to whistle .
... the bird J balancing himself on .
tiptoe, as it were, and moving his body
up and dot'ln in a ,sQrt of grav,e dance, re
joined, "I'm a devil, I'm a de'lil, I'm
a devil, II and flapped his '~J'1ngs against
h1s sides as if he-were burstlng with
laughter. Barnaby clapped his hands,
and-fairly rolled upon the ground in an
ecstacy of delight.
(chap.VI)
Many characters contain a potential for the evil grotesque, yet
it 1s never realized.

Also, since the book 1s disjointed

by the.

scattering of characters, any potential evil figures are in no
manner central to the book's main action.
The underlying force of evil materializes in the novel
in the form of the riots. and supplies the source of action in a
social movement.

The descriptions of the riots are very

as we mentioned earlier, to the mob scenes in Oliver

s~lar,

~1ist

and

also to the descriptions of the iron mills in The Old Curiosity

Shop.

We feel the same horrible and irrational movements of

disorder.
. .. in half an hour, or less, oc though the
setting in of night had been their pre
concerted signal, the rioters baving prae
vicusly, in small pa~ties, prevented the
lighting' o,f the street lamps, rose like a
Great sea; and that in so many places at
once, and with such inconceivable fury, that
those l'lho had the direction of the troops _.
'knew not, at first, '.'shere to turn ,or what to
do. One after another, new fires blazed up
in ev·ery quarter of the town, as though it
were the intention of the insurgents to wrap
the city in a circle of flames, which, con~
trastlng by degrees, should burn the 'whole

(40)

to ashes; the crowd swarmed and roared in
every street; and none but the rioters and
soldiers being out of doors, it seemed to
the [atter as if all London were arrayed
against them, and they stood alone against
the town •
... The shQuts of the rabble, the shrieks
of women, the cries of the wounded, and the
constant firing, formed a deafening and an
awful accompaniment to the sights Which
eve~y corner presented.
(chap.LXVII)
This is pure Pandemonium; and it resembles closely the destructive
vitality of life we ascoclated so closely with Quilp.

The change

from pure evil embodied in a grotesque character to its

materi~

alization in a great social force marks a signiftant change in
Dickens's
point.

vie~lpoint

in the novels, as well as the reader's view

Fagin and Quilp were, in a sense, distancing devices;

because of their fantastical natures and their close association
with. the allegorical mode, they tended to lessen the harshness
of the reality of evil.

They existed 1n a world which we could

stand outside of and view from afar, an imaginative world.

In

Barnaby Rudge, though, there are times when we cannot separate
ourselves; there is no evil grotesque character to act as a
cushion against reality, for 1n the novel the vital and des
tructive force of evil includes the whole of society: the real
world, the world in which we live.

And corresponding with this

shift in Viewpoint is also a necessary narrowing of the lnfluence
and function of the grotesque.
The

grote~que

in Barnaby Rudge deals primarily with

the proble s of rigidity, and torpor.

The best example, of course,

1s John Willet, landlord of the famous Maypole Inn.

John is a

(41)
figure completely devoid of energy.

We see him daily sitting

in his customary chair, dozing with his eyes open and smoking
simultaneously, drinking his ale, carrying

Otl

his evening con

versation of silence \-Jith his friends, Phil Parke's and Solomon
Daisy, and wallowing in

~s

rotundity.

John's inordinate lan

guidness establishes his grotesqile' c:bsurdity:' he is as sleepy as

Tony Weller's pockets were capacious, and botll exist in a realm
of comic unreality.

John's concretized lethargy 1s also a denial

of time and, consequently,' a denial of his son's manhood.

He

has a tyrannical,' almost petrified, :old over his establishment
and forbids his son his natural freedom.
ling Joe lIyoung boy,

11

John insists on cal

and.1n jemying bis natural life processes

drives Joe away in rebellion to join the army.

John Willet em

bodies the death-i'n-life 1"'lg1d.ity \'Jhich we found in Mrs. Nickleby,

and he reflects, in a way, a growing sense' of spiritual d1s,ease.
In the grotesque characterization of John Willet, we
find the beginnings of the reciprocal metaphor.

The reciprocal

metaphor, as we stated earlier, irvolves the reciprocal trans
terence of qualities bet1;Jeen the animate and the Inan1mate: while

characters become increasingly mJchar.1s"ic, 1nanimate objects
or nature become anthropomorphic.
ter X clearly
empllfies

j~~taposes

n~atly

The first paragraph of chap

the animate

nd the nonhuman and, ex

the beginnings of the reciprocal metaphor:

It as on one of' those morning,s, common
in early spring, when the year, fickle
and changeable in its youth like all
other created things, is undecided wheth
er t,o step backward into Winter or for
ward into summer, and in its uncertainty

----------------~~------~~--

( 2)

lncl~nes now to the one and now to the other l
and now to both at once--wooing summer in the
sunshine, and lingering still
th winter in
the shade--it was, in short l one of those
mornings, when it is hot and cold, wet and
dry, bright and lowerlng l sad and cheerfu I
·;,:::ther1ng and genial.l in'the compass of one
short hour, that old John vI1llet, who was
dropping asleep over the copper boiler l was
roused b the sound of a horse's feet, and
glancing out at window, beheld a traveler of
goodly promise, chec Icing his bridle a t the
Maypole door.

In this passage nature has become

personified--"flcklel~

"undecided, II "wooing, II ltling,ering, II

"

cheerfuI,

II

"YOungl ll

"genlal '.'--and it

contrasts greatly with John's unrelenting lethargy.

Dickens

uses the contrast to heighten Willet's grotesque rigidity and to
suggest certain observations about
is

orld.

~te

disorientation of man and

Things begin to appear topsy-turvy, out of joint, and

i~cong~ OU~

~hen

Dickens later carries the reciprocal metaphor

to further extremes the

~orld

becomes almost surrealistic.

.~a1n1

we find in the reciprocal metaphor a way of separating the reader
from reality; it acts as a very effective device for creating the
grotesque.
nother development of the grotesque in Barnabl RUdge
1s the introduction of the grotesque half-wit._ ·.Barnaby
many ways like Smike.
through

~~.

deBertlol

The~,r

:15'

in

are both \rictlms of lnjustice--Sm.1ke

Squeers and Dotheboy's Hall and Barnaby through the
of his father, who tainted his b1rth with a double

der--and tb:;;1r victimization 1s the 'cause of" the!-r' idiocy.

Barnaby

is a much more grotesque character than Smike beeause Dickens
portrays him very 1mag1nati',ely.

Smlke's half-wlttedness 1s

ur

(43)

very melodramatic, and his character, consequently, remains empty
and vapld-:·

is. t-utile love for Kat

highly sentimental.

and his deathbed scen'e are

Barnaby, on the other hand, possesses an

imagina ti V'e. vita 11 ty: we observe him in his \'/ild drea .. S, in
his strange array of clothe·s,· in his highly ornamented hat, and

with his mysterious raven (see illustrations in chapters VIII and

XVII). He also demonstrates his wild energy in his speech.

In the

follow1ng.·passage, for example, his vitality of mind clearly con
trasts with the mechanistic lethargy of John Willet.
John, and

I~.

Barnaby,

Chester are standing at a window in the Maypole

Inn, and Barnaby makes an observation.
"Look down there," he said softly; lido
you mark how they ,,;hisper in each Q·ther I s
ears; then danae and leap, to make believe
the.y are in sport'? :Do you see hm'; they
stop for a moment, when they think there
is no one looking, and mutt~r among them
selves again; and then how they roll and
gambol, delighted with the mischief they1ve
been plott.ing .•. ? II
IIThey are only clothes,lI returned the
guest, II suc h a~ 'fie '-lear; hanging on those
lines to dry. fluttering in the wind. II
IICl·othes! If echoed Barnaby.... ItHa ha!
~fuy, hOi-: much better to be silly, than as
wise as you! You don1t see shadowy people
there, like those that live in sleep--not
you. Nor eyes in knotted panes of glass,
swift ghosts When 1t bloWS hard •.. --not you!
I lead a merrier lire than you, with all
your cleverness. You're the dull men. Welre
the bright ones.
Ha ha! I r 11 not change ~.
\o,llth you, clever as you are--not I."
It •.. He wants imag1:na tion", II said Mr. \'111
let, very slowly", and after a long silence.
Though he is rather explicit, Dickens is using the grotesque
here to set up two opposing forces in life: rigidity versus
:Oex1.bl'"1: :I",. lethargy versus vitality.

These

for~es

contribute

( 4L~)

greatl-y to, the- eOFlfl:icts of the inciting ac tier., in the book: we
observe the separation of J.oe and his father, and Barnaby's wild
dreams

establish the book's nyster1:

At the s&me time, though,

we must remember that the conflicting forces' of rigidity and

flex~

u~rea~.

bi11ty eXist in very grotesque c aracters and are therefore

,Th1le the description.s of the irrational mobs sugge'st a darkness
and threat of reality in the world

ofBarnab~ Rudge~-analterna

to the purely evil grotesque and a significant

devel~ment

self--the '1orld remains: predo :tm:.tely grotesque.

in 1t

There is always

a sense of distance exist1ng between the world of the book and the

world of the reader, and we always feel a measure of security 'ten
we read of nark trli'eats. and social malic.e.
Dickens IS wo,rks which r·ange from Sketc,hes by Boz through
Barnaby

Rudg~

the grotesque.

represent a period of exper
Dickens uses the

grotesq~e

entation in the

UB6

of

in a variety of

func~'

t1ons: as forces of evil, victims of evil, comic characters,
dehumaniz,ed characters, death-like characters, and deranged char
acters.

~nd

because most of the main characters in the novels

possess grotesque characteristics, Dickens
highly fictive
fairy tale.

which many times border on

fanta~

arrd .

Characters such as Quilp, Squeers, or- arnaby's crow

are characters
Wonderland,

w~rlds

ucceeds in creating

II

\'ole

might find in "The lizard

or a \'ialt Disney -,fantasy.

':l'ery ea,sily recast Quilp as the

I!

IlAlice 1n

For example, we could

"~dcl{oed

Little Nell as the innocent Dorothy.

or OZJ

\'11 td'" of the\','est II and

In fact,:Little Nell's and

Dorothy's travels are extremely similar in the various confronta
tions with grot-es-que chat'a,cters along the way:

Dorothy meets the

(45)

stra\'; man, the tin man, and the l:Lon> while Nell en.counters Punch,
the midgets, and Jarley I s \\"axt'.'Orks.

And these

rotesque figures

act as a distancing device "thich se arates, like v. cu hion of
r~al ~orlds

safety,-th
vision.
t

of the re2der

orlas of Dickens's

Though Dickens deals with many socdal.problems, such as

horrors of the industrial

town~

he still encases them in a

the \'1orlds of the early novels

fictive shell:
•~ ell-f

rom the.

re \:orlds of a

ulated unrezlity .
In

~

discussion of Dickens's second group of novels, \!'hich

range from f'1art1n Chuzz,lewlt through David coppe:r;:f.1:-e1d, we notice

a very important shift in Dickens u e of the grotesque.
tesques of the

n~ddle

The gro

erioQ. no longer fully dom1nate the novels,

and we observe, though lightly', the' g:l;'a-dual transition from a:' \fi
slon full of fantasy to a vision facing reality.

The transition

1s by no m.eanS c,omplete throughout th.e perlod, for we always fing
an undercuTrent of the grotesque in many of the subplots of the
novels.

Yet we also d,ef'lnlte.ly find a levelling off and gradual

decrease 1n the effect1veness of the grotesque as a protective
shell: we ,slowly inch clci3er to a confrontation with reality.
The f1rst no\rel of the middle, period, Martin Chuzzlewit,
features one of the mOGt well-known of
ters, Mrs. Gamp.

Dlc~ens's

grotesque char

Mrs. Gamp is an odious, drunken, 'and avarl

clous sick nurse who residef3 in the fi tty upstairs apartment of
a bird fancier.

In her initial description we observe her re

pulsiveness:
She WEB a fat old woman, thi,s Mrs. Gamp,
\'.11 th a hus,ky V'o-ice :and a mo is t eye, which
she had a remarkable power of tur lng up,
and only showing the white of it. Having

( 46)

very little neck, it cost her so e trouble
to look over herself, if one may say so,
at those to whom she talked .•.. The face
firs. Gamp--the nose in part1cular--was
somewhat red and swollen, and it was dif
ficult to enJo~7 j er societ~l \'!ithout be
coming cons.::iOUt3 of' a smell of ,spirits.
(chap.XIX)
JJot only 1s Mrs. Gamp physic-ally repulsive, but she is also
.1nall~r

In one ir..ste.r c

incompetent.

cr1m~

John Westlock employs her to

attend a very s1ck and bed-ridden friend during the

night~

But

instead of offering comfort to the invalid,_ t-1rs. Gamp treats him

as an already dead piece of matter.
By degr,ees, a horrible remembrance of one

branch o'f her calling t6o-k possession of
the woman; and stoop1n~ down, she pinned
his wandering arms a~ inst h1s sides, to
see ho~ he would look it la1d out as a
ea "
n.
.1deou dB it May appear J her
fingers itched to compose his limbs 1n
that last marble attitude.
n .h! t! sa id M.Y.'S. Gamp, wa I king a~lay from
the bed, "he'd make a lovely corpse."

(chap.XXV)

The repUlsive s.ide of

r,lr~.

Gamp

~~epresents

a crit":'cism of nursing

conditions and a 8'ocial1:>, ineffective syst;em of services:.

were to meet Mrs. G&rnJ:: in a rea
we would see her as a

situation, or just on the street,

repugna~t~~soclal

On the other hand, thoug ,
not totally reject Mrs. Gamp.

If we

~e

threat.
reader will not and can

Her humorous ways of speaking, her

blunt mannerisms, and her inordinate gluttony raise her out of a
realm, of va.lue judgments into the UI1reality of the grotesque dis

proportion of things.
r.'trs. a·amp which we

Clayborough states that it 1s the fictitious

'lI\-larm

to. n31

For example, Mrs. Gamp I s famous

(47)

tlon on one's responsibility with fate clearly illustrates her
fictitious aspect and quells any latent satirical thrusts.
1f • • • As a go<Xl friend of mine has frequent
made remark to me, which her name my love
is Harris, ~s. R~rris through the square
and up the steps a-turn1n l round by the
tobacker shop, 'Oh, Sairey, Sairey, little
do we know what lays afore US!I
'Mrs. Har
ris, ma'am,' I says, Inot much it's true,
but more than you sup age. Our ~alcltatlons,
rna 'am, f I ,says, 'respectin' what the number
of a family \'lill be, comes most tlmes within
one, and oftener than you would suppoge, ex
act. r 'Sairey,' says tiJrs. Harris" in a at..-:ful
way, 'Tell me hat is my indiw1dgle numbe~. '
, 0, I~s.H rri~,' I says to her, 'ex-cuge me,
if you please. ~~ own,' I says, 'has fallen
out of three~pair backs, and had damp door
steps settled or. their lungs, and one \'!as
turned up smilin' in a bedstead, unbeknovm.
Thet'ef'ore, me 'am, I . I says, 'seek not to
proticipate, but take 'em as they come and
as they go.' Mine," said
s. Gamp, limine
13. all gone, m~: dear ~roun chicle
And as
to husbands, there's a ooden leg gone like
ways home to its accoun~ which in its con
stancy of \,:alkin t into ine vaults, and never
comtn' out again 'till fetched by force, was
quite as \f/eak as flesh, if not weaker. II
(chap,XL)

bfr,E. Gamp' s

constant r ference to the imaginary Mrs. Harris a.nd

her superb use of the internal dialogue give her an aura of ap
~eal.

She attains an unreal capacity which stills all

tionin_s and puts all general values out of account.

ques~

Cocl-.:~hut

states, thou h rath recessively, that we must !laccept VU's.
Gam

as a preternatural reali t,- J freed from mortality and from
the limitations of time and space." 32 Like many of the grotesque

char

ters which 1e

ave prevlou

T

discussed, Mrs. Qamp exists in

a world of unreal proportions in which her unreality lessens the
impact of any tendencies toward pure satire; her role

as"a

d1~tancing

(48.) .

device postpones any confrontation t

reader might normally have

with the many threatening implications of

er socia

activities.

Unlike a Hcgarth drawing which is a copy of life in the

st~i~teBt

s nse of the word: and "with which no one could spend hours
Dickens's portrait of Mrs.

Gamp

le~sureJ

contains an added dinension of ap

peal and attractiveness which is based primarily on the fact that
reader remains safe from reality:

Mrs.

GaJ~p

is, in a sense, like

a threatening lion behind bars.
Mrs. Gamp 1s by far the most noticeable and obtrusive
grotesque character in Martin Chuzzlew1t, but more importantly she
18 not really one of the main characters.

nificantly into the main plot

ac~ion

uh

does not enter sig

but exists, rather, in nu

merous subplots: she attends to the funereal preparations of Anthony
Chuzzlei'lit and to the

sicl~bed

of John Westlock's f'rlend, yet she

does not f1 ure into the main action of young Martin's journey
o~

the

~lorld

of Pecksniff.

She maintains an' undercurrent of humor

throughout the novel which surfaces :sporad1cally, but which is by
no means a dominate force.

Mrs. Qamp helps to exemplify Dickens's

stress and use of the grotesque.

Unlike the dominate grotesques

which we find 1n Fagin, Quil', or Barnaby, the grotesque characters
in Martin Chuzzlewit begin to fall behln

the main scene6 of action.

The novel 1s beginning to lose its fairy-tale-like nature, fan
tasy is becoming les6 dom

ate, and. the prot,ect;,ive shell of un

reality is gradually eroding away.
We also find in Martin Chuzzlewit the character of Mr.
PeckS

If~

who represents the

rotesque i! transition.

Pecksniff

seems to waver throughout the novel between fantastical and satirl

(49)

tendencies.
r . Gamp.

At times he possesses some of the appeal and humor of
or 1nstance J he tells Young Martin,
There are a cart-loa,d of loos,e bric s, and
a score or two of old flower-pots J in the
back-yard. If ou could pil~ them up, my
dea Martin, into any form which Hould re
mind me on my return, say of st.peter's in
Rome, or the Mosque of St. Sophia t C n
st ntino Ie, it 0 Id be at once improving
to you and agreeable to my feelings.
(chap. VI)

If we take into consid·erat1on

ecksnlff r 6 difference in education,

his imaginative visions, almost to the point of ludicrousness,
reflect,

the

though,

r. Fecksniff's role becomes so acidic an

~lh1msical

he no longer remains

f

humor of rrll's. Gamp.

Most of the time, ,_

nny but is irritating.

pointed that

T e do

i

ting

hypocritical side of Mr. pecksniff punches holes through the pro
tective shell of the fanta tical grotesque, and the reader no

1

longer feels safe.
'~ou '111 exc~se Tom ~lnch's want of polish,
artln, 'I said Mr. Pecksniff with a smile of
patronage and pity .... "He means well."
"He is a very 'ood fellm'l, sir. II
11 Oh,
yes, It said Mr. Pecksniff. lIYes. Thomas
Pinch eans well. He is very grateful. I have
never regretted havlno befriendea Thomas Pinch. II
(chap. V)

~ecksnlffls

condescendln

air i

not cloud d b

any fantastical

tendencies; we may sometimes laugh at pecksniff, yet we never feel
quite happy about it.

Cockshut labels the highly satiric and se

rlous side of Pecksniff as Unegative

umour'" which opposes the

Itposit1ve kumour ll of Mrs. Gamp)3. The fact that Mr'. pecksniff wavers

(50)

precariously between the tlpositivell and tinegative" moods, and also
the fact that

h~· ~s

a central character in the novel, again in

dica tes the impor ant shift which is occurring in Di.ckens I s middle
period.

Dickens is gradually moving away from the fairy-tale en

vironments 6f the

arly works and elowly confrontin

social

re~

a11ties.
The "negative" and "positive" humor which Pecksnlff
embodies tends to polarize in the general plot action of the re
maining novels of the middle period.

In Bombay and Son

the

humorous and fantasy world of Cap1n Cuttle and Solomon Gills lies
ppc ed

he threatening world of Mr.

Carke~.

In Cap1n Cuttl

t

~orld

the grotesque description is very strong.

C~

Cuttle seems somehow organically connected to his glazed

t

For instance,

hat and hook.
The Captain was one of those t:1lnber
ook g me , suits of oak as well as
hearts, hom it 1s almost impossible for
the liveliest 1ma ination to separate
from any ~art of their-dress, however
insignificant. Accordingly, when Walter
knocked at the door, and the Captain
instantly poked his head out of one of
his front Windows, and hailed him, with
the hard glazed hat already on it, and
the shirt-collar like a sail, and the
Wide suit of blue, al standing 6S usual,
Walter was as fUlly persuaded that he was
al·ays in that state, as if the Captain
had been a bird and those ad e n h s
eathers.
(chap.IX)
Dickens also equates Cuttle's close friend and adVisor, Mr.
Bunsby, wit

1s

a.

bulkhead,

iscella y of
~18

autical

revolving e e i

eqUipment~

his large head

a lighthouse, and his

oakum '",rhleh also '1nclined tOFardo all four quarters of t

air is
co pass.

1I

(51)
Cap'n Cuttle and
~.

~eller,

the

Art~ul

unsby remind us of characters such as
Dodger 3 Newman Noggs, Fagin, and Quilp, be

cause the'nature or their descriptions creates a

arId of un eal t

T

•

e see in the Cap'n and Bunsby an exaggeration of an unfamilia
things and a distortion of our' usu 1 perceptions. They

vie~

represent, like

11 grotesques, the important distancing device.

On the oppos te pole from Cap'n cuttIe, though, 'e
ess

in

rotesqueness and a much stroncer threat of: reality in the

char cter of Mr. Carker.
the ch1e-

Carker, besides Mr. Dombey, is one of

"1 elements in

ovel, yet unlike

ag n orujlp, he

possesses only sIt ht grates ue characteristics.

For instance, we

not1ce consistently h s feline tendencies and his

b7i:' 0

and unnatural set of teeth.

hat we see mostly in

though" is a very selfish and greedy businessman.

act ,

~~.

realistic relationship with his peers.

Carker,

He does not

reside in a he 1 sh den of thieves or a fantasy hut but
rather, a very realistic office, a very realistic

untl~riTing"

eeps,

orne, and a very

His deception of -

. Dom

bey and his rejection of his brother are bel_evable events and
thus off r a

reat threat to the complacency and safety of the

reader.
Carkerts \'orld counteracts the fantasy world of captn
Cuttle and, in a wa , tends to

overshado\~

it.

c&rker constitutes

much of th.e general plot line of the n.ovel: he causes the downfall
of

~~.

Dombey's business and he

elo~es,

with Dombeyts wife.

CuttIe's world, though, seems to exist in the
V~3.

Garnpl

world did.

Cap'n

ackgr01.U1d, l'ike

It provides a place of relief to which the

reader and Dickens can constantly return, a sort,of fairy land where

(52)

le

c~n

forget, for a

a happy ending.

hile. any real social problems and trust in

Dickens is apparently c,ught between his dual vie

sion of the world: he may remain, at times, in the grotesque world
or Cap1n cuttle. yet he must also carry Carkerts actions to their
logical consequences.

He cannot always resort the the protective

devices of the grotesque description, but must account ror reality
in all of· its horror.

Granted, the

~ollowing

passage which des

cribes Carker's suicide 1s slightly melodramatic, yet it 1s rela
tively much more realistic and logical than Dickens.l·-s· earlier
description of the death of Quilp.
heels of the violent ·train

rer~nds

carker's deatb under the
us strongly

or

the threatening

ill which Nell passed on her journey.

He heard a shout--another--3&W the face _
change from its vindictive passion to 8
faint sickness and terror--lmew in a mo
ment that the rush \'';-85 come--uttered a
shriek~-looked around--saw the red eyes,
bleared and dim, in the daylight, close
upon h1m--was beaten down, caught up, and
whirled away upo a jagged mill, that spun
him r und and round, nd struck him liDb
from limb, and licked his stream of life
up with its fiery heat, and cast his mu
tilated fragments in the air.
When the traveller~ who ad been rec
gonlzed, recovered from
swoon, he saw
the'n bringing from a d stance something
covered, that lay heavy and still, upon
a board, b tween our men, and Saw that
o;;hers drove some dogs away that sniffed
upon t e oad, and soaked his blood up,
with a tral of ashes.
(chap.LV)
We feel a horror Infue incessant rush
in Dlcrens's poignant
~;hich

~age

or

the train and also

of-the do s- sniffin

upon the rOe,

gives a very impersonal sense to the scene; man becomes

(53)

very insignificant when he confronts the relentless mass of the
tr

in~

and his spilled blood can be casually soaked up by sparsel

sprinkled ashes.
society:

Dickens portr ys Carker in the context of a real

e is a cruel and deceiving man who flees fro:, his guilt

and out of fear of Dombeyj
his disoriented

rage~

his death 1s a logical consequence of

around which there is no mist or fog

of

gro

tesque descr1ption but a believable reality.
The s

bolic demise of what we have been conveniently

calling the fantastical grotesque occurs in David

Cop~r£ie~d.

Mr. Wilkins Mlcawber's departure from the soc1al and financial
-bligations of the real world of London marks the end of Dickens's
reliance on the grotesque as a prot ctive device against the demands
of reality.

Grotesque characters undoubtedl

works, but they are in many ways

talnted~

they lac{ t e constant sense of appeal
b~r.

Micawber 1s a

language and tota

thr1~ing

1st in the later

as we shall see, and

wh~ch

we find in Mr.

MicaW~

unreality: his extravagant use of

isregard of the discrepancy between his

tary desires and what his pocket contains give

mone~

him an appeal

~uch

as·we found in Mrs. Gamp and Cap'n Cuttle.

The unreality of hlG

nature transcends any moral jUdgments

we normally would

~lhich

apply to an unfrugal character; the humor in his family life and
his mock-heroic tendencies lift him out of the categorical judgments
of the real world and make him totally acceptable--almost.
instance of Mr. Mlcawber's a palin
meeting with David Copperfield.
obviou 1

One

humor occurs in his first

His hilariously lofty rhetoric

serves as a-model for the familiar routines of V.C. Fields.

(54)

address, It said Mr. I>l1cawber, Ifis
indsor Terrace, City Road. 1--1n
short," said Mr. Micawber, t'ri th the
same genteel air, and in another burst
of confldence--I!I live there. II
. " •.• Under the impression," said Mr.
f.licawber, "that your peregrinations in
in this metropolis have not as yet been
extensive, and that you might have some
difficulty in penetrating the arcana of
the Modern Babylon in the direction of
the City Roa --in short, 11 aid ~Tr.
Micawber, in another burst of confidence,
I!that you might lose yourself--I sh 11
e happy to call this evening, and in
stal you in the knowledge of the nearest
way ...
(chap.XI)

liMy.

In many ways the worl

of Falstaff.

of IV'aicauber reminds us of the fest:!.;'fe

Micawber's lack

0

WQl.ld

success in his pecuni ry explOits

and his frequent trips to debtorn l prison possess the same innocent
absence of threat which we find in Falstaff's participation in the
adshi 1 robbery.

Both Micawber and Falstaff provide a suspension

of reality 1n their ac'tt

j

their ineptitudes cr ate parodies of

their situations and establish an
step Lack and laugh

freelr~

ob~ectivlty

from which we m y

.. ain, t e distancing device thrives

vigorouSly.
Despite the appeal of the unreality in Micawber's

n

Falsta_f s w r ds, though; Dickens and Shakespeare soon disc ver
that the r characters cannot exist truthfully and responsibly
real
f

orl .

f

humanity

teres ect

course, both characters

possess· elements

ch are essential to the maintenance
0

one's

~eer.

n a

0

eace and

' t both c arac ers also practice a

negligence and indifference towar

la1

realize caimot exist in an ordered

so~ial

~hich

Dickens and Shakespeare

contex·.

Cons

uently,

(55)

when Hal finally becomes

n

Henry

,

pleas for friendship and acc ptance and

e must reject

alst ff's

anish h m from

oc ety.

I know thee not,

1 man, fall to thy prayers.
How ill white hairs become a fool and ester!
I have long dreamt of such a kind of man,
So surfelt-swel 'd, so 0 , and so profanej
B t beln~ awak'd, I do despise my dream •.••
rhen thou dost hear I am as I ave been,
Approach me ....
Till then I
nish thee, on pain of death.

And in the same sense, Mr. Micawber must finally realize that his
nature can never be successful or acceptable 1n the real world or
London, and that he must finally move to a distant land.
!I • • • My dear Mr.
Copperfield, Mr. Mica~ber's
is not a common case. Mr. M1cawber is gofng
to a distant country expressly in order that
he may be fUlly unders,tood and appreciated
for the first time. I wish ~w. 1cawber to
take his stand upon that vessel's prow, and
f1r:rrtl~T say,
'This country""r -am come to con
quer! Have you honours? Have you riches?
Have you posts of profitable pecuniary emol
ument? Let them be brought forward. They
are mine!' ,~
(chap.LVII).

Mr. Micawber is indeed successful in his new world, yet it is a
a distant fairy tale world which is

iterally se arate from

the real world of London; we never actually see

is new home, we

only read his in.forrnatlve letters v.rhich he sends to David.
departure of

~~.

Micawber symbolizes the end of the fantastical

grotesque and its use as a successful dlstancin
18 finally
these

The

cD~111g

device .. Dickens

face to face with reality, and, as we shall see,

mportant changes in the .grotesque

which appear in the last

group of novels represent in D'1c:kens a maturity of vision.

In our discussion of t e changing grotesque in the transl
tional middle period, we

ave not sufficiently explor,ed the es

sence of the ne,,! grotesque.

We knm'i

hat the early grotesque

provided a prot ct ve device against the threats of society and
(

actually gave us an easy method of escape.
new Jlses

We also know that the

the grotesque are set against the "background of a

0

whole societ y ll;3
gin i

to

mean?

~~at

e have said that Dickens is in some 'laY' be

ce re lity.t1

It

reality?

4

actual reI tion

But just what does this new

etting

ip does the new grotesgue have with

And how can Dickens use h s same tools and

techni~ueB

of grotesque description to produce a dif erent reaction in the
reader?

Simply, what 15 the function of th

ordel> to understand the essence

0

ew

rotesque?

In

the new grotesque, we must

take a close look at the novels of the late period.
The grotesque in the novels of the late period, which
range from

leak House through Edwin Dro8d, has developed into

a complex literary device of various uses.

The characters of

Pecksni f, C.. ri·:er, ,and Beep in the middle period only
slight notion of its changing comp exities.

i ve us a

erhaps the best way

to approach the new . rotesque is to look at the drastic change
of tone wh.ch
previously.

~

1ch has occurred throughout the novels.

?b~~rved

ho

Dickens

envelope~

a sort of light, fairy tale-like

his

e

rly novels in

eelin

threatening cinematic sparkle and misty other-worldliness running
through

he lives

0

his characters.

Even in the darkest recesses

of evil, such as Fagin f s den, there 'was a tone· or a·"dlst,ant unre
ality.

Or, for in,stancc, obser",e

ow the opening paragraph of

(57)

Nicholas Nicl<:leby

prepared us for a half-serious and hU"-iorous

melodrama.
Th~re onc~ lived, in a sequestered part of
the county f Devonshire, one Mr. Godfrey
Nickleby: a worthy gentleman, ~\'ho, taking it
into his head rather Inte in life that he
must get married, and not being young enough
or rich eno Nh to asp re to the hand of a
lady of fortune, had 'edded an old flame out
of mere attachment, who in her Durn had taken
him for the same reason. Thus two people
who cannot afford to play cards or money,
ometimes sit down to a quiet game for love.

The tone in thl
rea

t

passage is simple, light, and harmless.

novels of the late period, though, we notice a drastic

shift in the tone of t'
lcholas

en we

$l~kl:eby

of Bleak House

still

works.

th the opeDJn

para raph of .

n mind, ob erve the open ng paragraphs

and the dark,

suffocat~ng

pervasiveness of the mud

and fog.
London. M1chaelmas Tenm lately over, and the
Lord Chancellor sitting in Lincoln's Inn Hall.
Implacable November eather. As much mud 1n the
streets, as if the waters had but newly retired
from the face of the earth, and it would not be
wonderful to meet a legalosaurus, torty feet
Ion or so, waddling 11ke an elephantine lizard
up Holbo'rh Hill. Smoke lowering do~m from chim
neY-~Jot~J rna
ng a soft black drizzle, ''tlith
flakes of soot in it as big as full-grown snow
rlakes--gane into mourning, one might ima ine,
for the death of the sun .
.•. Foot passengers, jostling one another'
umbrellas, in a general-infection of ill-tem
per, and losing their focthold at street~corners,
where tens of thousands of other foot passen
gers have been slipping and sliding since the
day broke (if this day ever broke), adding new
deposits to the crust upon crust of mud, stick
ing at those points tenaciously to the pave
ment, and &ccurnulatlng at compound interest.
Fog ever~~lhere. Fa up the river, where

(58)

lows among green aits and meadow ; fa
do\'ffi the river, ~'lhere it rolls defiled among
the tiers 0 shippin a , an the
terside pol
lution of a reat (and-dirty) city. Fog on
the Es ex marshe , fog on the Kentish heig ts.
Fo~ creeping into the caboos s of
ollier
brigs; fog lying out on t e yards, and hovering
i. th ri
ng of gr t ships; fog drooping
on the uunwales of bargeR and small boats. Fog
in_the ,eyes and throats
ancient Greenw ch
pensioners, wheezing by the fireside of their
of their words; fog in th stem and bowl of
the afternoon pipe of the
ath.ful skipper,
do~m in his close c~bin; fog cruelly pinching
the toes and fingers of his shivering little
'prentice boy on dec·. Chance people on the
bridges peeping over the parapets into a
nether sky of fa , with fa all round them, as
if they were u in a balloon, and hanging in
t e misty cloud .
The tone here has obviously become very dark, serious, and
threatening.

. nd we find the same feeling in the

op~~ing

of Hard T:1Jnes wtth Grad rind's impetuous insistence on
1n Little DorI'lt with t e

II

lines

acts,lI

xeellent descriptions of the pervasively

blaZing sun and accompanyin

ariditYJ ,in Our Mutual Friend with

the dirtiness and slime of the river, and in Edwi. Droad

ith the

wild dreams of the man in the opium den. What makes thes

p

s

ages different from the earlier lighter nov Is is Dickens's im
portant us

of s

bolis.

Thou

the symbolism, in a sense, acts

as an alternative to the grotesque--it rrovides a measure of distance
between the actual reality and the images which the reader sees-
the symbols of mud, fog, facts, light, the river, and dreal11.s, also
portray t e

ent~al qual~ties

developing unreal fantasy
and delvi

of reality.

~orlds, bu~

Die

ns is no longer

he is rev rs'

into the fundamental aspects of society.
For Dickens's purpose 1s quite unashamedly
to ferce his readers into an unprotected

is v sion

(59)

8\'lareness of the a e _n which they live,
to present them with i sues which, as
they read, will more and more impinge
u on their con~c~ousnesses~ Fiction
1s not to be an escape or 8 refuge. 35
Dickens's symbols do not protect the reader from reality, but they
br1ng him close to the man
the fog

consequences of social deprivation:

uggests suffocation arid confusion; the glaring light

suggests an

arid emptiness and sterility'; th

~yg €3.t

"facts"

unlmaginativeness; the mud and sl me suggest the s cret
illustration~

of crime and misery. (The

an

unde~lorld

cf the late perie

have

a so become much darker and serious in·-tone than the earlier
bright illustrations.)

The symbolism of th

the novels a-serious tonal
complexity an

d~ension 0

lat

period gives

great depth: a depth of

tlweat which marks one of the most important changes

1n Dickens's vision as a novelist.
The changes in the grotesque parallel the changes
tone and vision.

0

In the novels of the late period' e notice

two 1mportoot shifts which have occurred in Dickens's

representa~

tion of the grotesque.

acee table

First of all, the once easil

and very fictive characters become tainted.in their grotesqueness.
Instead of presenting. a protective

unreality~

they b gin to

present a reality taKen to its logical consequences: they portray
variouS' IJaladies or a problematic society.
foreshadowed this

shift~)

in the novels, where
grotesqu

Secondly~

Dic~{;ens

description.

we find a structural dualism

wavers between grotesque and noo

In Bleak__Hous,e, for instance, Diokens

uses the device of the double narrat.or, and
who fill two roles in

(Carker and Pecksnl.ff

t1'JQ

dlffexaent worlds.

~le

observe characters

We shall begin '\11th

(50)
Bleak House in our discussion of the two major shifts of the gro
tesque

the changing complexities of the novels of the late

period.
The
l' the

est

ch~racte~

ample in Bleak House of the tainted grotesque

of Harold Skimpole.

Skimpole parallels Micawber

in many Nays: he has no sense of financial values, is a leech" and
speaks w1th a flourishing tongue.
to make him acceptable Ii e M
same fantastical aura of humor

Dickens seems to try very

c2T"ber:

~ d

he attempts to

ive him the

distance trom reality.

And

Skimpole does succeed in winnlngMr .•Jarndyce r s acceptance.
observe, for example, S:-lrnpole r s

ard

We

. cal' ber-like humor in his de

claration to the world:
"Go your severa ways in peace! Wear red
coats, blue coats, la\1n sleeves, put pens
behind your ears, wear aprons; go after
glory, Iciness, co~erce,
de, any ob
ject you prefer; only--let Harold S
pol
live.
( ap.VI)

..

1

Yet Skimpole's humor and constant disregard of responsibility
soon acquire. an opprealvenes.s Hhich pollutes any place it might
occu y

n th

r al world.

which Hal did not banish.

Skimpole be ins to look like a Falstaff
No matter how hard Dickens tries to

make him acceptable, the reader and Ether
menta

to sn

o~dered

ew h:trl1 as detri

society, an agonizing sore which never goes

away.
lilt's only you, the generous creatures,
't'lhom I envy,!l said
.....k1mpole addres
sing us , his new friends, in an imper
sonal manner.
'I envy 0 your power
of doing what you do. It is what I
should revel in, myself. I can't feel

(61)
any vulgar gratitude to you. I a~lost
feel as if you ought to be gratefUl to
e, f r givIng you the opportunity 0
enjoying the luxury of generosity. I
m'l you like i .
For anything I can
tell, I may have come into the world
expressly for the purpose of increasino
~our stock of happiness.
I may have
been born to be a benefactor to you,
by sometimes g!vi ~ you an opportunity
of assi ting me in my little perplexl~
t!·es. \oJhy should I regret m:>' inca.peel ty
ror details and worldly affairs, when
it leads t such pleasant consequences?
I don't regret it the~e ore.
(chap.VI)
Skimpole's inordinate selfishness seems, at first, exaggeration
to the point of u
threateni

ea iv

d t

e~~ore

humorous.

Yet there is

undercurrent in his disregard .fol" people which les

sons the gap between the real world and Skimpole.

Skimpole is

in the midst of a world of fog-like confusion, where justice is
impotent, where people wander
perish

u~regarded

lessly, where the polluted poor

a"

by the 1ea· thy,

is literally a land of orphans.

1

re families collapse: England

In such a world Skimpole's humor

does not flt but becomes a real. burden to society,'. ecause· it
sustains the siclmesses ''thich already eXist.
find Skimpole

2S

Therefore, we do not

attractive as we did Mrs. Gamp, for example.

rotesque description seems to have lost 1 ts po"ter in -istancing
us from reality, and we feel a
S

lar

de~lnite

threat.

tainted~grotesG.ue characters

the novels of the late period.

In

Ha~d

appear throughout

Tlines J for instance, we

find Mr. Bounderby constantly vaunting himself a
.t times

ere seems to be a

~ 0

self-~ade

an .

esque aura of fairy tale about

him, as when Stephen Blackpool decides to visit

Bound~rby's

home:

s

(62)

he "turned about, and betook himself as in duty bound to the red
rick c stle of the giant
ening "down-to-earth

Bounderb~t. It

Yet Bounderby nas a threat

aterialistic attitude which determines his

ill-treatment of stephen (as well as the rest of the workers),
his relations with Mrs. Spars t, and his lies.
end we
---

always find a

In Our Mutual

airy tale atmosphere clinging to t.e char

acter and occupation of Boffin, the Golden Dustman.
first he r of the dust

~~en

we

eaps 'hich Boffln inherits) Dickens sug

ests a strong sense of other-i'1orldliness.

Lightwood tells the

Veneerings:
He grew rich as a Dust Contractor, and
lived in a ho low in a hilly country
entirel composed of Dust. On his
own small estate the growling old vag
abond threw up his own mountain range,
like an old volcano, and its geolo l
eal fo at on was dust.
(chap.II)
Th

aura of the fairy tale world does not last Ion , though, for

there begins to appear a gro1-vi
money and dirt.

s

t

lic connection between

Cockshut states that we see more clearly as.the

novel progresses lithe grimy realities of Victorian commerce. ,,36
And in the last chapter of Book I ("A Dismal Swamp") Dickens

awn

'primeval sl1me~" and he thus
Bug ests the sources of a Victorian fortune. 37

a connection between the moun

an

nd ow, in the blooming summer days, be
old
. and Mrs. Boffin establishe in the
nently aristocratic family mans on,
and behold all manner of crail~n , creeping,
fluttering, and buzzing creatures) attracted'
by the gold dust of the Golden Dustman.
(chap.XVII)
Though the aura of the fairy tale exists, the grotesque desc iption

(63)

is much less potent as a distancing device than it was earlier.
'rhe " cral.,rling, creeping ... creatures II are viciou 1

selfish humans

who represent theLessential proponents of the Victorian commerce;
they

~ring

into question the values of many basic elements of

Dickens society, as well as greatin

a serious threat to its order

and r;e.s.ce.
One cf t e better examples of the tainted grotesque
characters occurs in the Barnacle family of
are, first of

Ljt~le

11, br 111antly and absurdly funny.

'r,'lhen Arthur Clenman first attempts to see

Circumlocution offine, he

meet~ Instea~

Dorrlt.

For instance,

. Tlte Barnacle at the

the colloquially speaking

Barnacle Junior, whom we begin to identify as an eyeglass.
cause of the "flat orbit.s to
lids J

tI

They

Be

is e es, and such limp little eye

his eyeglass has an Inces,sant 'lay of slippin, out while

he speaks.
'Oh, I say I Look here! Io1y father r s not in
the wa7{, and won't be in the way to-day,,"
said Bar"12c.le J nior. "l,s there anything I
can do?"
( GlicK! E~"e-glass down. Barnacle Junior
qUite fr1ghtfmed and feeling nIl round h1tn~
self, but not able 'to find it.)
Hyou are ver,y good, ! said r,I'thw' Cl nman.
!II wish however to see Mr. Barnacle. 1I
" •.. But I say. 'Look here! 13 this public
business? n as <eci :&1I'nacle Junior.
(Click! Eye-glass down ~galn. Barnacle
JW110r in that state of search after it,
that Mr. Clenman felt it useless to re~
ply at present)
!!Is it,ll said Barnacle J\lnior, taik1.ng heed
of his visitor's browt:l face, 'anyt ing about-
Tonnage--or that sort of' thin ?II
(pausing for a reply, he opened his right
eye with his hand, and stuck his glass in it,
in that imflammat,ory manner that bis e,ye began
i'.:ater1ng dreadfuI1~i.

(chap.X)

(64)
BaFnac~e

Junior then proceeds to become

1ncreasing~y

obstinate,

for-he creates dl ficulties concerning the techniques of obtaining
{'orms in order to apply for an appo-intment.

kindly directing Clenman

to

his father's home,

think he would exclude business.

b~'

But he concludes

]here one might .

rnacle Junior's absurd man

nerisms with his eyeglass and the

pparent gaps in his logic

~1ve

him a lovableneas such as we found in the Artful Dodger and cap'n
Cuttle}8 He initial.ly impresses
1I1oqable

The

us as

absurdity

.L

sort of unreal and harmless.
the Barnacles, though.. can

have consequences that are both "harsh and irrevocable. 139
Barnacles

repre~ent

The

tbe energy behind the eirc' locution of i

..

the con using bureaucratic machinery which reminds us stron ly of
Chancery in Bleak House.
-

---pT"'iio

Like Chance

, the Circumlocution Of

fl&e const1tutes one of the main elements in Dickens's social

Grit>ic.ism: it helps to shape the at nospher·e of the novel into a
o '-like

escape,

!

onfinement and substantiate the recurring idea of " no
,'.nen' e first e.ncQunter -the C;1.rculnlocutlon Cff}ce,

we begin to sense the

~erioU3

n far

reac~~ng_

consequences of

its existence.
Whatever was required to be done, the
Circumlocution Office was beforehand
lit all the public epartments i. t .. e
art of erceiv n --HoW not to do it,
... It was this spirit of national ef
ficiency in the eire locution 0 fice
that had gradually led to its havin
something to do with everythin ,. ech
an cians, natural philosophers, soldiers ..
sailors, petitioners, memoria113ts,
people 1th rlevances, eople_ ho
wante~ to
revent ~rievanccs, people
who wanted to redress grievances,
~obbln
people, jobbed people, people
ho COUldn't get rewarded for merit,
and people Hho coul n'
et pun she

(65)

for deme~1t. were 1_ ind Jcriminately
tucked up under th~ foolscap paper of the
Circumlocution Off1ce .
••• Numbers of people were ost in the
Circumlocution cr~ic€.
(Ch~p.X)

The Circumlocution arrice is as impersonal as the violent train
which killed Garker', a.nd it is threatening

be~ause

it c0I1J3t1tutes

one of the fundamental elements upon which society is built.
like Quilp, Squeers, or

own, the
pl~es

B~rnacles

that the

Fag1~l~ho

occupy small worlds of their

affect everyone.

The brilliant list above

1m~

Barnacles determine the qu.ality of soc1ety"s

eaucational" leg1s,lative, and judicial
morale.

Un

8~6tem8J

as

~llell

as its

Dickens somet:lmes describes, the lnfluence of the Bar

nacles in shaded disease imagery, as when he broadens their in
fluence to inclUde the ,.;hole

~mrld.

In the following passage

the name Barnacle means what it implies:

.•• wherever there- was a square yard of
ground in British occupation under the
sun or moon, with a public post upon it,
sticking to that post was a Barnacle •
• • •the Barnacler.; were 11 ove,' the world,
in every a1rectlon--C1espatch~·bOXing the
compass.
( cha p • XXXIV)

The pervasive cling of the Barnacle'S counteracts any "lovable
absurd! t y " \·;hich we occa~:nlonal1y feel !n the:tr pr'esence.

We

mainly have misgivings about ,heir existenoe because they are
r-ootea in reality.

Where the early novels were worlds mostly

fantastical with only occas lonal glimpses of a horrible reality,
here.., in the late novel.s .. we find a very real world with ocoa6
eional
excesses of grotesque description .
•

(66)

The tainted .grotesque is v'ery: -clos.ely.-. ~elated to, Dic'leens' s

use of a' struetual dualism in his portrayal of the grotesque.
Dickens seems to ,.,aver between grotesque and non-grotesque d,e"
scription, which we saw foreshadowed in Pecksn1ff. But the al

ternating descriptions occur not just in

indivj~dual

characters

but also in the novels' overall structure: the real world begins
to stand on its

own~

full of its soc1al problems and complexities,

while the grote'aque world parallels it.

Of course the d:!.vision

is never clean: we often find the inevitable grotesque description
'utt:lng

rorth~'jnto

the real world, and real soclal problems

Ing through the actions of the grotesques.

thread~

The characters of

the lat,e novels move frOJE one realm to the other J , independently:
at times we feel very far from the

d~npnds of-re~11tYJ

while

at other times we rind ourselves in the midst of real social issues.
'-Ie mentioned <¢oar

sion 1n

Ble~k

er

hOli

Die ket_s cc,ns·tructs ,. dual v1

House by incorporating two narrators: Esther and

an omnisc·1ent narrator.

He interestingly develops the novel in

such a way as to give the reader two descriptive vers1onrof the
same person.

All
i ent narrator, narrate-.s, ·the descriptions·
Wher."omn1ec·

tend to be. very elaborate and ornamented with the absurdities of

his (Dickens's) imaginative eye.

Esther's narration, on the other

1

hand, lac'ks Di,ckens usual pervasive exaggeration and 1s pIa,in, to
the point, and matter of fact.

In a way, Esthe,r functions a,s

Il

a

brake, controlling the runaway tendency or Dickens's imaginatlon:" 40
Esther sees things clearly: she quickly comprehends Sk1mpole ' s
wortblessness, Richard '.6 desires 1 t.he ,cruelty of Mrs. Jellyby 1 and
the suffering of the br1ckmakers.

And only rarely do we see·

(67)

D:!.Gkens's

f1_

ntasticat1on" break through the insipid prose style,

as when Turveydrop bows to her, she could " u.1most believe I' 53.W
the crease come into the whites of his eyes, 1I (chap.XIV). Though
Esther fails as a character--she is constantly hinting to us how
good she is--she illustrates a very important development in
Dickens's style: he seems to be exploring ways to get around his
runaway :1Jnag1nation in order to face more cl'early the demands of
reality.
Dickens fails in his attempt to construct a logical
dU2lism in Hard Times.

We first not1ce the tension in the bock's

dualism bet\'ieen feet. and fancy tThen Sissy Jupe falters in defining
a

hor~e,

dr~n

and also when Mr. Gradgr1nd stumbles upon a group of ch11

peeping through a fence into the fantasy world of Sleary's

Circus.
. .. what d1d he then behold but his own
metallurgical Louisa peeping with all'
her might through a hole in a deal board,
and his own mathematical Thomas abasing
'h~ self on the ground to catch but a
.
hoof of the graceful equest~i~n Tyrolean
1'lo\\'er-act!
(bk.I, chap.III)
Mr. Oradgr1nd represents t.he dr~', deh" anlzed world of tlpa.ct"end.

env1sions the function of education as the implantation of bare,
useless trivia,
tion.

~hlch

1s totally devoid af any depth of

~agin8

When his students, for instance, hear of a cow, they asso

elate it not with the one which swallowed Tom Thumb, but with a
: reruni vorous rumir,a t1.r,t; Qusdrupedw1th several stomachs." Sleary' s
Circus, on the other hand, represents the world of energetic
imagination, and here, consequently, we find the majority of

(68)

Dickens's highly imaginative prose: the subject and style coincide
in order to

p~oduca

Mr~

a world of fantasy.

Sleary himself 1s an

excellent example of the type of world in which he lives.
with a concretized lisp

He speaks

and remains in a sort of nebUlous state;

neither sober nor drunk: "Thquire!

.••YO\1l" servant!

Trlith ith a

bad piethe of blthnith, thith ith.

youtv, heard of my clown and

hlth dog being thuppothed to have morrlthed?ll(bk.I,chap.VI) The
world of

Sleary~s

Circus contains an imaginativeness which is

typical of Diokens's grotesque description:

it 1s a distancing

device which separates the reader and certain characters apart
from the world of

rea~ity

and lIfact f! which Gr,adgrind represents.

The dualism begins to break down, though, when Dickens
spoils the IIfactual ll side or Gradgrind.

In his efforts to por

tray the mere "r,ac,tual" reality of Gradgrlnd ts world, he carries
his des cr1ptions to such an extreme that the reality soo.n becomes
1

an unreality, or better yet, it becomes too real.

He exaggerates

the realism to the point vyhere 1t becomes grotesque, and he creates
inadvertently another dista.ncing element.

The dry "factual" re

ality of Gradgr1nd t s world, which is supposed to counteract
imaginat1vene-ss of Sleary r s, Circus, unfortunately

the~

compl~ments

it,

and defeats the purpose of the duali,em in the first place: to
portray the tension between t1fa,ct II and fancy.

We observe Dickens IS

exuberant imagination intrudlhg into the world of "facti! f"rom the
very fipst page, when he

1~troduces

Mr.

Gradgrl~d:

The scene was a plain, bare, monotonous vault
of a schoolroom, and the speaker'S square
forefinger emphasized his observation~ by
u derscor1ng every ,sentence with a line on
the schoolmast,er' s sleeve . The emphas1.s was

(69)

helped by the speaker's square wall of a
forehead, which had its eyebrows for its
base, while his eyes found commodious
cellarage in two dark caves, overshadowed
by the wall. The emphasis was helped
by the speaker's mouth, which was wIde,
thin, and hard set ..•. The emphasis was
helped by the speaker's hair, which
br~stled on the skirts of his bald head,
a ~lantatlon of firs to keep the wind
from its shining surface, all covered
with knobs, like the crust of a plum
{:le, as if the head had scarcely ware
room for the hard facts stored inside.
The speaker's obstinate carriage, square
coat, s4uare legs, square shoulders~-nay,
his very neckcloth trained to take him by
the throat with an unaccomodating grasp,
like a stubborn fact, as it was--all
helped the emphf.sis..
Dickens's imagination obviously chafes at having to describe
a figure plainly and matter-of-factly.

He controls himself when

he describes the speaker's mouth and voice, yet when he arrives
at the bald head we immediately see the distortions and unnatu
ralness of grotesque description: he likens the 'head to a 'Ipl an 
tation of firs" and a "plum pie.

II

He also emphasizes the square

nees to such an extent that Mr. Gradgrind appears as a gigantic
block of granite or statue.

Dickens cannot adhere to the dry

realism which the nature of Gradgrind's world calls for) and
he 1s thus unsuccessful in creating a logical dualism; in a sense, .
the two worlds in the .novel complement one another) for they
each arouse sensations

o~ fantas~

and

t~~eality.

One of the more successful dualisms occurs in Great
Expectations.
,

We observe it, for instance, in the lire of Mr.

We_ick, r-tr. JaggerS
tirely separate

I

clerk.

~orlds~

Wemmick actual1,y lives in two en

the world of the business office and

(70)

the world of home.

When he is at the office, 'Wemmlck carries out

his duties in a regular fashion and with a regular obedience to

Mr. Jagger's demands.
ncr7~lcy.

His home, though, is just the opposite of

For in his free time

Mr. Wemmick has turned his small

cottage into a mock castle: he has installed a four feet long
drawbridge, a flagstE.ff ,,·1 th a real flag, a small canon protected
from the rain by an umbrella, provisions of food, arboreal retreEts

",1 th

fO'Uf)talns J and a fake battery mounted "lith guns.

Wemmlck

prizes the fantasy existence of his home and refu3es demonstrably
to intermix it with bis life in the business world.
No; the office 1s one thing, and private
life is another. When I go into the
office, I leave tha C~tle behind me,
and ~hen I come into the Castle, I
leave the office behind me. If its
not in any way disagreeable to you, :
you'll oblige me by doing the same.
r on't ·ish it professionally spoken
about.
(chap.xxv)
And we find the same dualism between Miss Hav1sham's sitting
room and the chamber of the' gruesome feast.
Sati

House

h~s

an atmosphere of fairy tale about it: it is

a timeless world, struck st 11 on
nine.

The whole of

morning at twenty minutes t

Yet Dickens concentrates most

o~

the actual grotesque

description in the dark room of the wedding feast.
the dank cobwebs and the

mice~infected

small child trapped in a witch'
around in her l'Iheelcha1r.

Here, among

cake, Pip seems like a

house as he guides Miss Havisham

In the sitting room, on the other

hand, Miss He i ham demonstrates a very

re~l

obsession with

(71)
revenge.

~he

questions Pip vindictively:

"What do I touch?"
"Your heart."
"Bra en! I
chap. VIII)
She

Je

a. ma11gn trap for Pip by cultivating an indifference

-

toward men in the beautiful Estella; she moulds many of Pip's

val es

n

the

irections he will take in his future, and worst

all s e builds in him many damaging and empty

o

The

Ifexpectatlons~

tructur 1 d alism in the worlds of Miss Havisham and Mr.

Wemmick illustrate the
tesque as

ecreased effectiveness of the gro

distancing deVice.

the temporal

nd

th~eatening

We no longer feel safe from

real world of th

we must face the complicities of
Havisham'

J~

psychologic-l corruption.

novels, bec use

errs office and Miss
This world instills in

us a much greater fear of ourselves and society t an did
the fantasy worlds of

agin,

u'l, and Squeers.

D1 ckens t s last and, in many ways, his darkest

ovel,

Edwi
dualism in the char cter of John

asper.

Jasper is very

s~llar

to a Jekyl and HYde figure.

We observe a m'ngling of fantasy

and realit· as he mo es

and forth between the respect

able

ublic s

o

b~ck

Cloisterham and t e exotic

f t e Limehouse den, between
the states of opium-fed drea
i

r"Vate s If

he states of rationality and
41 'In the first chapter,

or

tance, Jasper slowly wakes in the c ose, smoke-filled opium

den and gazes, still dreaminE, out of the Window:
••• How can the ancient English tow r be
here! ... \hat is the spike that inter
venes, and who has set'it 'p? Maybe it
1s set up by the Sultan's orders for the

(72)

paling of a horde of Turkish robbers,
one by one. It is so, for cymbals clash
and the SU ta goes by to his palace
in long procession. Ten thousand sc1mL-_-
tars f ash i
he sunlig t, nd thrice
ten thousand dancing-girl strew flo;'lers.
He then pays his money and

roceeds quickly to his place as

choirmaster in Cloisterham cathedral: "The choir are g ttin
o. their sullied w it

abe, i.

ry,

G.

'hen

e

rrives among

them, gets on his awn robe, and falls into the process on £11 ng
into service.1!
Initially, Jasper's movements between fantasy and re
ality appear as a parallel to Mr.
o~

emmick's definite separation

his mock castle and Jagger's office.

But the grotesque

fantasy of the opium den 1s essentially m c
the grotesque

different than

hieh we ha v-e seen before, and it crea ~-.es J I think,

the novells heavy tone

0

darknes.

using the grotesque descriptio

a

Dickens 1s not actually
a literary device in order

to distance the reader from reality, for the fantastic .l na;'-··
ture of Jasper I s dreams are derived fro
ruption of the mind.
hi

a self-·inflicted cor

His dreams are, in a- sense, an extension

p ychological state of madness.

Jasper's passion in

is evil designs is foreshadowed by Bradley _eadstone in Our
1-1!J.tual Friend.

T e folloHing passage illustrates the self-.

induced tOI'ment which both men expe

ence, though in different

ways:
T e ot te of the man was murderous> and
he knew it. Mora; he irritated it, with
a kind of perverse 'pleasure akin to that
which a sick man sometimes has in ir
r1tatin e a "-ound upon his body. Tied

(73)

up all day ·it'_ h.l s c.i cipllned show upon
him, subdued to the performanc
f h~s
routine of educational tricks, eno~cl-~
by a gabbling crowd, he broke loose at nigbt
like an- ill-tamed wild animal.
(chaP.XLIV)
The grotesq e

ature of the opium den and Jasperls dreams re

flect t .. e reality of his irritating madness.

The grote "que,

thus, no longer functions to soften the threats of evil but
has dramatically reversed itself into an agonizing purveyor
of the dan

rs of reality.

The sensation 1s quite aistant

from the fair" tale worlds of Fagin's den and Qullp's hut, and
it demonstrates Dicken's mature dar

s

of v sion.

The developments of the grotesque throughout

novel

are very similar to major changes in

of the nineteenth century.

Dicken~'s

'tish literature

Dickensfs early use of the gro

tesque 1s .1osely connected to Carlyle's use of clothes 1n
rtus and also

.:::..;.~~;-:::.:..:...;.::...::.:.~~

monologue.
a sense}

3

f:'Jpeaker in

Bro~ming's

device of the dramatic

In each case the authors attempted to delay, in
direct c
liMy

rontatlon with stark reality.

The

Last Ducpess;n for instance, has an appeal

despite his hypocrisy

ug ess.

Cha~acters

tend to be

highly fic·t1ve; their fantastic 1 descr ptions give them a
sense of unreality.

The very intens

ndu"'tr-" a1 grm- th and

I!advances" of the British society, though, brought great
changes in authors' visions.
train in society} whic'

1c

The new important role of the
ns introduces in Dombey and Son,

influenced a rising concern in tel:tterary
danger of impersonal end uncontrollable

i.~or-d

orees

about the

ubjugat1ng

.en and women to colorless, un1maglnatlve, and dehuman ze
beings.

Ur1ters

emands
of

ea

0

s~'1I1bo11sm

sa~

the necessity of a new response to the

y, and they thus further developed the device

in order to

bette~

ortray the esg,ential qualities

of rea11,ty.

Hardy is probably t-.e be t exa

outlook:

of his ":crks

~ll

con~81n

e cf this new

an extraordinary amount of

hetic fa lacy, e.g., the opening paragraphs of Return of
tl"'2

·'O>t~ v,e

ana the' descriptions of Egdon Heath.

movement from a

e vy r 1

use of

was long and 1 "

s~rmbolism

nineteenth century.

The

redual

nee on the grotesque to an important
0

ve

many ~. ' riters in the

Much of Dickens's greatness l1es in the

fact that he was t e one literary figure who incorporated all
of these chan_es.

Ie was the leading social critic of his time,

and his keen liaaginative eJe respOLued to the harrowing changes.
e
dnd

~

adual decrea e of the grotesque as a distancing device,

its fin 1 reversal

cvi- s, r:.

od to an exemplar of social

nt a loss of huruor and deep darkness of vision in

bickensj at the same time it meant e sympatbet10 and respon
s1ble examination of reality_and a d stinct maturity.

(75)
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